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! An Old Directory

Howard Clayton McMahon, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Judson L. Me
Mahon, and Miss Yvonne Gervais,
daughter of Joseph and Mary Ger
vais. were married Wednesday night
at the home of the bridegroom's
parents, Rev. Charles A. Marstailer
reading the single ring service.
They were attended by Capt. and
Mrs. Herbert Rector. Following the
ceremony there was a reception,
with refreshments, attended by sev
eral friends and relatives of the
happy couple. iMr. McMahon is
employed in truck transportation
work between Boston and Rockland.

ROCKLAND HIGH SCHOOL
HALLOWELL HIGH SCHOOL
COMMUNITY PARK—2.30 P. M.
ADMISSION 25c, 35c

“Buy a season ticket and support your team''
115-lt

I

COMIQUE THEATRE
j
'
j

SUND’Y-MOND’Y-TUESD’Y, SEPT. 25-26-27
An Americar
Cavalcade

;
j

Id

j

TYRONE POWER • ALICE I AYE • DON AMECHE

]

SHOWS AT 2.00, 7.00 AND 9.00

j
114-115

PRESS HEADLINES AND PHOTOS

of recent Devastations
Warn New Englanders that we need not
go to the Mid-West for our Windstorms
nor to Florida for our Tidal Waves.
Millions in property damage ruinous to
losers, but may save Billions if translat
ed into insurance by survivors.
Insurance before the loss is preferable to
sympathy after.

E. C. MORAN CO., Inc.
ROCKLAND

425 MAIN ST.

TEL. 98

MEALS AT UNION FAIR
AT OLD EXHIBITION HALL

Special—Chicken Pie Dinner, 50c
AND OTHER MEALS

BURNS’ LUNCH
115*lt

SHELDON’S BUS OR TAXI
Will be at the Corner of Park and Main Streets. Rockland, to

make hourly trips to UNION FAIR, SEPT. 27-29. Round trip |1*
115-116

UNION FAIR
SEPT. 27-28-29
HORSE RACING

Wednesday and Thursday will be
seen Mrs. Bean's World Famous
Trained Steers—an exciting per
formance by curiosities of the ox
family which have taken years to
train. They are thoroughly edu
cated in balancing and exchanges
on a massive Sew-Saw. Fancy
Advertisers
Wall Paper and Window Shades— routines and poses on the ground
C. M. Blake.
and pedestals. The smash hit of
Wood Pulling and Tanning—Ezra the Suffolk Downs Boston Rodeo
Whitney & Co.
attended by 100.000 people. A new
• • ♦ •
wrinkle in animal acts. Only act
Whitman. Mrs. Cora E„ h 67 Cedar.
Whitman. Mrs. Harriet, h 287 of its kind—new for fars.
• • ♦•
Broadway.
Whitney, Charles R., h 14 Flor
Union Fair is again giving away
ence.
12.000 free tickets to all children
Whitney. Ezra (Ezra Whitney & Co
in
Grade Schools throughout a
wool pullers) h upper Cedar.
Whitney. Ezra & Co., (E. Whitney. greater part of Knox. Lincoln, Wal
J. E. Rhodes, wool pullers) upper do and Kennebec Counties. These
Cedar.
are
being distributed
Whitney, Frank H„ fruit and con tickets
fectionery, 352 Main, h 117 Lime through the schools by superintend
rock.
ents of schools. Practically all
Whitney. Mrs. Lillian M, h 9 Win schools which receive these tickets
ter street place.
Whitney. William H. carpenter, h close at least one day of the Flair
that the youngsters may take ad
Ingraham's Hill.
Whitten, George I., stone mason, h vantage of them, and from the
2 Summer.
letters received from the children
Whitten, Mrs. George I., millinery
and fancy goods, 502 Main, h 2 individually, by classes and even by
schools, is demonstrated that this
Summer.
Wlddecombe Joseph, longshoreman, custom which was inaugurated by
h 11 Winter street place,
Union Fair several years ago makes
Wiggin. Georgia F„ h 33 Limerock
Wiggin. G Howe, cashier Rockland a big hit with these citizens of to
National Bank, h 33 Limerock. morrow.
Wiggin. Joseph H.. apothecary 418
• • • •
Main, h 17 Beech.
All
exhibitors
of farm produce,
Wiggin. L. H. C.. clerk American
Express office, h 348 Broadway. fancy work, etc., are urged to enter
Wiggin. Mary E., h 33 Limerock.
as much of same as possible on
Wiggin. Ralph L.. school teacher, h Monday.
29 Park
• • • •
Wiggin. Mrs. S. E„ h 29 Park.
Union Fair is indeed fortunate
Wight. Mrs. Frances P., h 52 Sum
mer.
to again secure for its Midway The
Wight. Francis P.. student, h 13 Pine Tree State Shows and Rides.
Claremont.
Wight, Fred W. (Cobb. W’ight & Co., Mr. Perham, the manager of these
wholesale grocers. 409 Main) h 13 shows and rides, takes great pride
Claremont.
in keeping his equipment up to
Wight, James, steam and gas fitter, date and attractive, and surely off
10 Park place, h 26 Masonic.
Wight. Mrs. James, music teacher. ers the best in his line of amuse'
ment for both old and young.
26 Masonic, h same.
• • • •
Wight. Martha C„ h 52 Summer.
Wiley, Amelia E., housekeeper, 17
One of the features of Union
Gay.
Wiley. Atwood L., kilntender. h 602 Fair in which the management
takes great pride is the variety and
Main.
Wiley Atwood L. kiln tender h 28 quality of exhibits shown in its
Rockland.
Wiley. Elver B. cooper, h 8 Fulton. spacious exhibition hall. One can
Wiley. Mrs E. P, h 5 South.
spend hours studying the various
Wiley. Geo., chef H. G. Berry's res- objects presented for the public to
taurant, 262 Main.
| vjew
-phe farm produce; indiWilley. Mathew K . master mariner. .
h 126 Limreock.
vidual farm exhibits; Grange exWilliams. Albert F., mariner, h 18 hibits; 4-H Clubs exhibits; and the
Holmes.
j needle craft department all speak
Williams. Ben]., physician, h 18 volumes of how the thrlfty farmer
Elm.
1
Williams. Chas., shoe repairer, 358 j and busy housewife of Knox County
Main, h same.
j spend their summers.
Williams. John H„ restaurant Fal- j
....
WilUan^Xlavnard 8. h 55 Summer.!
of Union Fair are: Clar-

PARI-MUTUEL BETTING

................... ............................................................

SEPT. 27

NIGHT SHOWS

Hugo Brandt Company

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY

Melody, Song, Story

FIREWORKS

OCT. 4

A REAL AGRICULTURAL SHOW

Harold D. Eide
Adventures in the Arctic Circle

: : RACING PROGRAM : :

OCT. 11 •

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 27
2.13 Pace
2.17 Trot
2.22 Trot and Pace

J. Franklin Caveny & Co.

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 28
2.17 Pace
2.20 Trot
2.24 Trot and Pace

OCT. 18

Music, Cartoons, Clay Modeling

Season Tickets $1.00, $1.50
Single Performance 40c
115-116

If you have a HEALTH prob
lem bring it to the CLINIC next
week and have it solved. Phone
890 or 25 for appointment.

‘Mary’s Other Husband”
A Broadway Comedy

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 29
2.14 Trot
2.20 Pace
Free For All Trot and Pace

Gall bladder, appendix, tonsil,
ovarian, and prostate troubles
will clear up If the roots of the
troubles are found.
Have a
thorough RADIONIC examina
tion before deciding to be oper
ated on, and you may save your
self a lot of misery.

DONALD E. HASKELL, D.C.
24 SCHOOL ST.,

ROCKLAND

115* It

Dollars

Cash herewith ..................... .............................................
Pledge Payable .................. ................................................
Signed ................................................ _..................... ......
Address

....................................... ...................................

Please make all checks payable to Homer E. Robinson,
Campaign Treasurer

LAND OF THE MIDNIGHT SUN
Mrs. Evelyn Hix Tells Local Service Club Of Her
Visit To Hammerfest
(Second Installment)

i

The present king. Haakon VII,
was crowned there in 1905. We
were shown an interesting film of
the coronation, by the Franconian
, .
lecturer. made at that time. We
could recognize in the foreground
Theodore Roosevelt and Francis

is of French descent. In 1810
Charles XIII of Sweden was old
and his only son had died. Sweden
' "^d * strong ruler and the Diet
voted to invite Jean Baptiste Ber' nadotte. a celebrated ' marshal of
Napoleon's army to become Crown
Prince and successor to Charles.

HEALTH CLINIC

HORSE AND OXEN PULLING DAILY

As I again take my pen in hand
to describe the trip which Ed.
Gonia and I made down through
the Connecticut valley on our way
to New Jersey a week ago, I shud
der a bit over the thought of our
close contact with the tropical hur
ricane which devastated many of
the sections we visited. The storm i
struck with absolutely no warning,
and it is hard telling what might
have happened to us if the disaster
had occurred five days sooner.
But fate had not marked us for
participation in thc great disaster,
and instead we were turning our
attention to the commonplace.
An odd cemetery filled with
brown monuments attracted atten
tion. I do not know the signifi
cance of it, but these lines may
reach the eye of somebody who
knows.

I hereby agree, in consideration of the services rend
ered the community by the participating agencies and
the gift of others, to pay to the Treasurer of the Rock
land Community Chest Association. Inc., the sum ot

CHIROPRACTIC

Camden Opera House

Aliens Are Courteous

$.................. Rockland. Maine ................................ 1938.

LAKEHURST

MILK FUND SERIES

and of his belief that the nominee
would defeat Gov. Cross, a fourth
termer.

The Rockland Community Chest
Association, Inc.

Williams. Mrs. Sarah J., widow, h ence Leonard, president; Carl Mit107 ,Main.
) chell, vice president and in charge
Williams. Warren, h Old Counts of groun(js; h. L. Grinnell, secreWillUmson. John H. painter, h 42!tary: J. H. Williams, treasurer; ; Joseph of Austria.
trustees: R. M McKinley, (race
T wm'i
-c
j
Chestnut.
i wont describe Bergen and'
Williamson. Nina B„ school teacher, secretary). Albert Sherman (super- rut, . .
jus g te you this little
h 42 Chestnut.
! intendent of cattle department);
WffiU:cZ.’<^'tarbe®n^ Main. Charles H. Vanner. (superlnten bit about Bergen. We visited there
[dent of pulling contests); J. D. a curious old church dating from
h Berkeley.
Pease, (superintendent of poultry. 1075. The church is of wood put
(Continued on Page Elgnti
swine and sheep); superintendent together without nails.
j
j of halls. Lester H. Merrill; super
The roof is like a Chinese pagoda
intendent of parking J. H. Cunning The gable ended in dragon heads.
ham; superintendent of reception
The church is now on a wooded '
committee. R. R. Hall.
mound 200 feet high. It was originally in a town some distance away.'
AT
Ruth Coltart. chiropodist on a The church became too small for
month's vacation starting Oct. 1. j the town and was about to be torn
will resume practice Nov. 1.—adv. j down. An American bought it,
Every Saturday Night
114-115. moved it to its present location and
Through the Fall
gave it to Norway.
115-lt
From Oslo, we sailed to Visby,
capital of the Island of Gotland
in the Baltic Sea. If I were talk
ing to a group of ladies. I should
For Quick Sale
spend sometime in Visby. “The
THE
Island of ruins and roses" as it is
called. The Island belongs to
VANNAH PREMISES
Sweden and Visby was once one of
Wednesday. Thursday, Friday
36 Glen St., Rockland
the Hansaratie cities—a city of
and Saturday of next week wc
for $1250 cash
fabulous wealth. According to an
are
holding
the
fourth
CHIRO

Write Box 385, or Tel. 468
ancient Swedish
ballad
they
PRACTIC HEALTH CLINIC in
Rorkland
115-117
weighed
their
gold
with
20
pound
my office.
weights and their pigs ate out of
By using up-to-date methods
silver troughs.
we are able to find the causes of
many nervous, digestive, and
glandular disorders that deny de
tection by the older methods.
After finding the cause the most
stubborn case will yield to proper
treatment.

(By The Roving Reporter—Second Installment)

A valued and efficient Rockland i not the real factor, for few people
institution is faced with collaps ‘! try to buy their charities at bargain
with severe resulting loss, unless prices. The real meat of the matter
is that by repeated drives the ef
local citizens step forward at once
ficiency of the organizations and
and do a civic duty. Reference is their executives would be impaired,
had, to Rockland Community Chest, uncertainty would replace freedom
at the moment $1700 behind on its from worry, and hundreds of under
quota of $7700.
privileged men and women, boys
There is no sense in avoiding facts. and girls, would suffer.
The Chest must have the $7700 to
This brief story is a final appeal.
carry on its work of financing the Every citizen knows the situation,
city's social charities, Home for the canvassers have been abroad,
Aged Women. Salvation Army. Red without pay, and are now making a
Cross, Boy Scouts and Civil War last effort. A pledge card is repro
Memorial Association. These or duced below and every citizen is
ganizations do a charitable work urged to clip it from the paper and
utterly essential to the life of the fill in the amount he or she wishes
community and must survive. If to donate, with the address. If you
they are not supported through the wish a solicitor to call, merely state
Chest in its single drive, repeated the fact. Mail the slip to the Cham
drives will certainly be held witli ber of Commerce, Community Build
resulting repetition of expense, la ing. or telephone 860 and state your
bor and time.
wishes.
The fact that the repeated drives
Mr. and Mrs. Citizen of Rockland,
would cost the individual citizen the fate of Community Chest is in
more in actual money and effort Ls your hands.

DANCING TONITE

ALL HOME COOKED

HOME OF THE STORM KING

Member Agencies of Rockland Community Some Interesting Things Revealed By Holiday
Chest Face Desperate Battle
Trip “Over On the Jersey Side”

In today’s issue is published the
final installment of the 1899 direc
tory. The republication has excit
ed a surprising amount of inter
est, recalling to older readers the
names of persons long since forgot
ten by the general public.

TODAY—SEPTEMBER 24

Volume 93..................Number 1 1 5.

THREE CENTS A COPT

THEIR BACKS TO THE WALL

At Union Fair

Will Be Shown the Educat
ed Steers, Smash Hit of
Having To Do With the City
Boston Rodeo
Of
Rockland ThirtyNine Years Ago
At Union Fair next Tuesday,

FOOTBALL

CAMDEN, MAINE

Rockland, Maine, Saturday, September 24, 1938

• 8 • 8

But what before all else makes
Visby absolutely unique in the
world, ls its remarkable wealth of
preserved memories of a vanished
civilization, which in its time, many
hundreds of years ago. unfolded it
self in fabulous splendor.
From Visby we went to Stockholm
—truly a 'beautiful City—a city of
Islands and bridges, Stockholm
was originally built upon 20 islands.
The city has great natural beauty.
The king was not in residence, so we
were able to visit both his summer
and winter palaces. The Town Hall
of Stockholm is said to be one of
the great architectural achieve
ments of the 20th century. Swedish
history is, I think, particularly in
teresting Architect of the Town
Hall was Ragnar Ostbberg who
spent half a life time planning and
executing it. The Hall was decorat
ed by the King's brother, Prince
Eugen.
The present king, Gustave V.

on'y condition of importance
being that he become a Protestant,
...
J
J
Bernadotte agreed, changed his
name to Charles John and in 1814
on the death of Charles became

1
I
:
|

|

As we rode along through the
town, which I shall always remem
ber pleasurably, I saw that it had
a Purgatory Brook and a Black
Rock State Park.
In the industrial centers are
many persons of alien birth, and
their replies to our inquiries were
always in broken English—and al
ways in a genial and courteous
manner.
In Woodbury, Conn, was a flower
garden which had as one of Its
features old cartwheels covered
with flowers and vines. Sweet cider
mills were going into commission,
“Crowing Cock" is the name of a
wayside inn, but it had better not
crow too early for the town Is on
standard time—one of the very few
we saw in our three-day Journey.

A Town With Many Fences

All along the way we had seen
evidences of a leading Connecticut
industry—tobacco growing.
The
season's harvest was made a month
or so ago. but in the gardens are
many planks which will do little
else than fall victims to the Frost
King. I don’t k’now that I have
ever heard anybody say Just how
Missed George Mathews
successful the tobacco Industry is
Nearing Hartford in the early in Massachusetts and Connecticut,
morning of Saturday we saw hun- but it can scarcely be a losing vendreds of young women awaiting tlie ture with the farmers persisting in
buses or trolley cars, manifestly it year after year. In Woodbury
on their way to the day's work. For peaches are raised quite extensive
there are those who work and those ly. This, I think, was the town in
who play. The latter were num which I saw so many fences—pick
bered among the owners of the et fences, chain fences and rail
many motor cars parked alongside, fences, many of them of fanciful
the Municipal Stanley Golf Club in design. Stonewalls are also in evlnew
New uiiwxiii.
Britain. aI ouvuiu
should nave
have oven
been dence.
at some pains locating my friend
Odd Names Everywhere
of long standing. George Mathews. ;
had I not learned before leaving
noticed hydrangeas ln the
home that he was in Thomaston Ixvteht of their loveliness, while
Could not have been there long or t Hose to the eastward had felt the
I should certainly have seen him at ( effects of the early frosts.
Woodbury goes in for odd names
some of the Twilight League ball
games. I liked what I saw of New as seen in “Old Hundred Tavern”
Britain, and think that George and “The Two Kittens." Bullet
Mathews' long residence there must Hill Brook might also enter the
have found his lines cast in pleas lists.
And along the way—I don’t re
ant places.
member the names of the towns—I
Panhandlers a-Plenty
saw these names: “Toot and Come
They are not so busy out that way In.” “Silent Nite” (a tourist home),
but that they sell eggs—two dozen "Spinning Wheel Inn," The Red
of the large size for 90 cents and Hen," and "The Kegs."
two dozen mediums for 75 cents.
Sold at many wayside places was
Panhandlers ply their trade a pleasing beverage called cherry
everywhere. I remember that we cider.
stopped at a street corner and asked
New Name For "Hot Dogs”
the way to the next town. Two
young men sprang to our bidding,
Down that way they do not speak
and one of them said hastily: “You of frankfurters as “hot dogs.” In
couldn't spare a dime for a cup of stead they say "hot franks," and I
coffee, could you?" and wherever am decidedly in favor of the change,
you stopped there was a similar I could never see anything appeal
demand. One of thc signs of the ing in the phrase "hot dogs," and I
times.
wonder that the public has elected
We saw • hundreds of tons of to stand for it all these years.
crushed rock piled in various places,
More odd names: "White Turkey
evidently for prospective road work Inn," “Spare Time," “The Old Iron
I couldn't quite make out why the Kettle,” “The Gay Nineties Inn.”
stone should be in such radically “Tlie Green Shingle.” Stranger
different colors.
still was “The Dug-Out Lunch
Room,” made by excavating into the
Eight For a Dollar
side
of a hill.
Weeping willows are prevalent in

king as Charles XIV. He is said
h®ve made a good king although
he could never speak the Swedish
language. The present king is a
great, great grandson of Charles
XIV.
Oustave V was never crowned—
the guard told us. There was a
number of reasons for that; he said
the principal reason being lack of
money. So the king can never wear
the crown. When he meets with
his cabinet the crown is placed on
a velvet cushion in front of him on
the table. When he addresses them this locality, and wc saw many of
them as the day progressed. Our
the crown is held above his head.
own Maine willows arc done weep
• • • •
A night's sail from Stockholm ing. The fate of most of them was
across the Baltic Sea is Helsingfors sealed long ago.
(Helsenki) the capital of Finland
Bristol, Conn, appears to be
We were all prepared to like Finland blessed with numerous industries;
if for no other reason than that it has a Lions Club; it has an im
she paid the installment on her war pressive World War memorial, con
debt promptly.
structed of granite, with bronze
But aside from that we found tablet; it has parking space in the
much to interest us in that country. center of its broad Main street, and
I saw the son of the Crown Prince sells eight gallons of gasoline for
i
at the Boy Scout Jamboree at the
$1.
Hague summer before last (1937).
Visiting Another Thomaston
He is a typical Swede—blue eyes,
And down a steep hill we roll into
light hair, ruddy complexion—a fine
the town of Thomaston.
We
looking young man.
Finland was for centuries a de- thought we would like to know what
pendency of Sweden or Russia and the Connecticut species was like.
It is only since 1917 that it has been | so we fell into conversation with
James P Monahan, secretary to a
an independent repubic.
Finland’s financial development drug concern who told us that the
during the year of the republic has town has 4000 population, its prin
been remarkable. Starting in 1917 cipal industries being a Seth
with a depleted treasury, after the Thomas clock factory, a brass
unsettled war years, the nation was foundry, a screw machine plant,
able to balance its budget by the while the WPA. is building a new
schoolhouse.
end of 1919.
Helsingfors, though of very old
While Ed. went across to the Post
foundation is a clean and modern Office to mail some postcards from
city, most of which was built dur Thomaston, Conn, to Thomaston
ing the last two or three genera- Maine, (and incidentally for
got to sign his name to them) I
ations.
Finland has a remarkable rail made the acquaintance of the local
way station. The designer was Elvel assemblyman, whose name I un
Saarenen. he was awarded second fortunately did not take down. He
prize of $25,000 for the design of told me about the Republican State
the new Chicago Tribune building. Convention (for they don’t have
I the primary nuisance in that State)
(Continued from Page One)

Farewell Straw Hats

Elaborate displays of vegetable
products were seen at all of the
wayside stands, and one is also
made to understand that he is in
a region where peaches are raised.
At one place we bought a good sized
box of delicious peaches for 15
cents, and they lasted us for many
a mile.
Straw headgear hatd long since
vanished; I saw the last one in
Danbury, Conn.
Crossing into New York State
through Putnam County, we noticed
that the highways are not only
white-striped in the center but on

(Continued on Page Two)

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had my life to live again I would
have made a rule to read some poetry
and listen to some music at leaat
once a week The loss of these tastes
Is a loss of happiness—Charles Darwin

PRAYER OF A TEACHER
Father, between Thy strong hands
Thou has bent
The clay but roughly Into shape,
and lent
To me the task of smoothing where I
may and
_
_
Fashioning to gentler form Thy clay.
To see some hidden beauty Thou hadst
planned,
Slowly revealed beneath my laboring
hand;
Sometime to help a twisted thing to
grow
More straight; this Is full recompenao,
and so
I give Thee but the praise that Thou
wouldst ask
Firm hand and high heart* for tho
further task
—Dorothy Llttlewort

Famous Speakers

The Courier-Gazette
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

I shall light a candle of under- j
standing in thine heart, which shall J
not be put out. 2 Esd. 14: 25.

George Clark of Burkettville
Here Yesterday, Recalled
Visits To Lindsey House
Into The Courier-Gazette office
yesterday came a man who for four
years was a daily visitor at the build,
ing across the street then known as
the Lindsey House, now the home of
the Camden & Rockland Water Co
His name is George A. Clark, he is
a resident of Burkettville. but the
period to which reference has been
made was the four years just prior
to the Gay Nineties when Mr. Clark
was driving a stage coach between
Washington and Rockland. The
Georges Valley Railway had not
then gone into commission.
A three-seated stage coach,
drawn by three horses, made reason
ably good time, as transportation
was then figured, but it was a long
way down from the Washington
hills and the clock often registered
midnight before the creaking coacn
rounded the corner of Main and
Lindsey streets to deposit its jaded
passengers. The roads were rough
and muddy—none of the fancy con
crete surfacing which marks the
highways of today.
Late as the hour might be George
A. Clark needs must have refresh
ments after his long run. and needs
must hear the latest gossip as im
parted by those two well known
hotel conversationalists. Ben Sev
erance and William B Hill. The
details next day would be retailed
in the northern tier of Knox County
towns, where the radio was still an
undreamed miracle.
Mr. Clark was the son of a Civil
War veteran and later became the
stepson of the late Chester S Pease.
whom he assisted in building Hotelj
Claremont. This structure stood or. j
the corner of Masonic and Claremont streets, occupying the site ou
which the residence of Edward F.
Glover now stands. The prbprietors thought very kindly of their
establishment, which, according to
the card shown by Mr. Clark yester
day was "the best $2 per day house
ln New England, with table good as
the best, heated by steam, sample
and bath rooms, electric lights and
bells, and free hack to all trains and
boats."

Will Hold Their First Fall Meeting
in Bangor Next Week

Next Tuesday at the Penobscot
Exchange Hotel in Bangor, the
Maine Association of Optometrists
will hold Its fall meeting.
The business sesson will be held
at 130 p. m. At 3.S0 p. m. Dr.
James B. Collins of Boston will lec
ture on "Latest Developments in
Orthoptics" and will demonstrate
the new Royal Rotoscope.
At 430 p. m Dr. George Pierce
of the Bureau of Visual Science of
Southbridge. Mass., will speak on
"Night Blindness” and will demon
strate the new Feldman Adaptometer.
At 6.30 p. m. a banquet will be
served with Dr. John Corbett of
Boston, first vice president of the
A O A. as guest speaker. The lat
est talking picture of the B.V.I.
will be shown by Gene Merrill of
the Colonial Optical Company. Mu
sic for singing and dancing will be
furnished by Norman Lambert and
his accordian.

At The High School

made possible through the cour
tesy of the Royal Typewriter Com
pany.

HOME OF THE STORM KING

Class elections have taken place
(Continued from Page One)
was carved out of rock directly
Funds ‘for relief of the stricken i ceived this morning by 'Rev. Corwin
this week, these officers being elec
above
the Hudson. From it and the
(By The Pupils)
in
New
England
resulting
Olds,
chairman
of
Knox
County
ted: Seniors, president, Grant areas
both sides, an undoubted help to Bridge, wonderful panoramic views
Davis; vice president, Roger Perry. from the recent floods and hurri 1 Chapter, and shows well the ur
tourists.
of the Highlands of the Hudson,
gency of the situation:
Plans for the important regional
The annual Freshman reception I secretary, Inez Bowely; treasurer,
cane will be received by Knox
the River itself and the surround
The
Bear
Mountain
Bridge
was
given
last
evening
by
the
I
Charles
Duff;
Student
Council,
Reports
received
from
Chapters
conference to be held Sept. 28 at
ing country can be had. The ride
County Chapter, American RedI
and disaster relief workers throughThc approach to thc Bear Moun- over this Scenic Highway, across
Community Building. Rockland, at Seniors, combining an entertain-, Edith Gray and Richard Karl;
Cross,
in
collaboration
with
all
ment, refreshments, and plenty of Juniors: President. Perry Howard,
out disaster areas in Long Island ( tain bridge is a ride never to be the Bridge, thence to West Point
which Red Cross Chapter leaders
green decorations As the fresh- vice president, Gordon Burgess; other chapters.
and New England indicate ten' forgotten, over a winding highway, and along the Storm King Highway
in Maine will meet with officials of man class numbers 150. and not treasurer. Richard Spear; secretary,
Details as to Knox County's thousand families homeless as re- s from which one looks down into the provides one of tlie most magni
the national organization to review many wished to miss the fun.’thcre j Mary Cross; Student Council, Sylquota will be received later, but the suit of floods and hurricane. This Hudson River, where the sight of ficent motor trips in the United
the work of the past year and to' was a good crowd, and a good time I via Hayes and Harold Heal; Sopho- pressing need is for immediate do- number may be materially increased many steamboats recalled the days
States.
plan for the future were announced Committees'were: Decorating. Inez , mqres: President. James MoulaiThese will be listed in as Water continues rising in Con-1 when the big boats regularly
(Concluded in Tuesday’s issue)
Bowley. Earl Cook. Muriel Baum, son; vice president. Ernest Harring- '
„
these columns as in previous Red necticut Valley. These people now. traversed Uie Penobscot Bay region,
today by Rev. Corwin H. Olds, chairGrant Davis, and Virginia Rack- ton: treasurer. Almon Young sec
Cross disaster relief drives. Con dependent on Red Cross for tem- Turn-outs are frequent and at one
UNION
man of the Knox County Chapter.
Entertainment. Patricia Hall retary, Lucille Connon; Student
-------tributions may be left with or sent porary shelter, food, clothing and observation point, before crossing
National officials who will be Erleen Cates. Felice Perry. Charles Council, Christy Adams; and Geralto Red Cross headquarters. Mrs. medical care with later problem of j the famous bridge a powerful tele- i Church service Sunday at thc
present arc James L. Fieser of Duff. Joseph Dondis. and Guy dine Norton. Freshmen: President.
families
unable scope is provided for the benefit of, Methodist Church will be on standAlice J. Spear, secretary, or may rehabilitating
Washington. D C.. vice chairman in Nicholas; Clean up. Richard Fisher John Storer; vice president. Walter
I ard time. The morning worship
be left with The Courier-Gazette. care for selves. Urge you give wide' the tourists.
1 Ralph Cowan. Roger Newhall. Max-: Butler; treasurer. Barbara Lassell;
t
,
hour will begin at 10. The subject
| Publicity t0 fact
01055 ls as"
charge of domestic operations, and ine Perry, and Earl Cook; Refresh- secretary, Norma Philbrick: Stu-| ^,
Overlooking The Hudson
will be "Jesus’ Attitude Toward
second in command of the Ameri ments, „
Edith Gray. Katherine , dent Council. Mvron Cummings need ls great 181,(1 the 5Uffering suming complete charge all relief, The Bear Mountain Bridge is Uie Life." The choir will sing special
Walter
J
Mano.
Nonna
Havener,
Katherine
’
and
Betty
Monroe.
[
“
“
“
non
«
our
own
nelgh
oper*tkms
andI
Immediate
need
for
|
can National Red Cross;
bridge built across music. The Sunday school opens at
I bors.
prompt and generous contributions
Davidson, assistant manager of the Rice, and Bernice Havener.
the Hudson south of Albany. Work 11. The Epworth League will meet
As
an
initiation
feature,
freshThe
following
telegram
was
re

to relief fund.
Norman H. Davis
0 • • •
on it and its Scenic Approach ‘ at 6 p. m. with a song service, dis
Eastern area, who has charge of
men girls wore green hair ribbons_______________________________
Beautiful red velvet window cur
Highway commenced in April, 1923. cussion period and informal gather
and the boys, green neckties yes- Q0|e gtuart MacAlman. Virginia
The first week of school was j
tains. the gift of Class 1938. are
Bridge was opened in Novem- ing. The subject for the evening
terday. and to indicate respect for
enhancing the beauty of the auseniors the freshmen had to Richard*. Ruth Pike. Marion Vinal. pleasantly concluded by a special ber. 1924 Its length is 2257 feet service will be “The Church's Uni
ditorium. The draperies match
bow whenever they met the seniors. Grace Brackett, Ruth Wheeler, assembly at which a movie, "Batter | Tlie central span is 1632 feet. The versal Appeal."
the stage curtain bought a year ago.
Up" was shown. A rally with lots cables are 18 inches in diameter.
who were wearing orange arm- Joan Philbrook and Ruth Oliver.
Each contains over 3500 miles of
bands.
of pep followed the picture.
Andrew Rikila’s
Try-outs for tlie Girls Glee Club,
• • • •
wire, further than from New York
* • * *
are being held by Mrs. Rogers. It
a few 1938 graduates have reto San Francisco. The Bridge con- New Shoe Repairing Shop
Mrs. Hopkins substituted for Mr.
The typewriting classes are en
is expected that there will be about ’ turned to take a IP. G. at R.HJS.
tains 12.552 tons of steel.
is at 299 Main St.
50 accepted for this organization.
this year. They are: Mertie Lind- McCarty Friday in the Latin de joying seven new Royals and a new
Its three-mile Scenic Approach
Over Lamb's, Cleaners
• • • •
sey. Kathleen Drake. Virginia Mer- partment. Mr. McCarty was at- , Underwood in place of some rather Highway, built so a motorist can
i39tr
j decrepit machines.
reach the East end of the Bridge.
An organized cheering section is riam. Richard Marsh, LawTence tending a Kiwanis meeting.
being developed after school nights —
and should prove a real inspiration
at future games.
• • • •

Members of Junior High Stu
dent Council chosen this week are
Room 10-11. Barrett Jordan. David
Bicknell. Dorothy Havener, and
Beverly Havener; Room 8. Shelby
Glendenning. Raymond Chisholm;
WALTER DAVIDSON
Room 21. Pauline Havener. Lincoln
McRae; Room 9. Mary Wotton.
Red Cross activities in New Eng Parker Worrey; Room 22. Louise
land; Miss Marguerite McQuaide, Veazie. Bickford Sylvester; Room
general field representative, and 12. Mary Perry and Anson Olds.
• • • •
Miss Cecilia Walsh, nursing field
representative.
Captain Keryn ap Rice will be
Mr. Olds will preside at the meet- tbe speaker at next Tuesday's as
ing and the program includes talks sembly, giving his popular lecture
by prominent state leaders as well on Nicaragua. He will be introas national Red Oross officials, and duced by his daughter Katherire
group and round table discussions. Rice, a senior,
on the development of Red Cross'
• • » •
services. Plans for the annual roll
The lunch r,>om is this year in
call. Nov. 11 to 24. also will be dis- charge of Grant Davis. Inez Bowley,
cussed and delegates will view the (and Dick Marsh.
new Red Cross safety film. "Why
Not Live.'
| Orange and black football sched- i
Luncheon will be served at the ules have been given each member
Methodist Church vestry. At the of the school. Names of the memconclusion of the conference, dele-. bers of the squad, numbering 30.
gates will have the opportunity of arc also included.
visiting “Montpelier.” replica of the'
• • • *
home of General Henry Knox, ofl
Moving World. • a motlon
Colonial and Revolutionary fame. |)icture showtng the history of
Around 100 delegates are expected transportation, was shown at thc
and all citizens interested in Red junior High Assembly Wednesday
Cross activities are cordially invited lnOrnmg. Edward Law of Senior
to attend the sessions which will be High operated the machine and
held in the tower room. Decora-! was assisted by Everett Spear of
tions will be made by the Rockland the Sophomore class
Garden Club.
A special assembly held Morday
morning was the first event of the
school year, with Grant Davis
Senior class president, as master
of ceremonies. Coach Matteson
Three Women On Grand
outlined the fundamentals of 6-man
Jury, and Seven On the. football, and urged suoport of all
thc school at this season’s game-’
Traverse Jury
Principal Blaisdell welcomed the
freshmen, seated in the oakiny,
Jurors for the November term of and mentioned some events sched
Knox County Superior Court were uled for the fall Norma Havener
drawn Thursday by Commissioners was in charge of devotions.
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NISSEN’S
ttow'Wbitc
qmw

tn« Seven Dwarfs

A New PROCESS - A New LONG LOAF

Jurors Are Drawn

That Gives You and The Youngsters More

Nourishment, Better Flavor, and Stays Fresh Longer
Nissen’s has always been a favorite with those who appreciate really good bread.
Now you are going to like Nissen’s even more, for the first batch of NEW Pro
cess SNOW WHITE and the Seven Dwarfs Bread is now on sale at your In
dependent Grocer’s.

• • • «

Milton M. Griffin and J. Crosby
Activity tickets, which are new
Hobbs. The list follows:
to the school this year, are being
paid for by the students at ten
Grand Jurors
cents per week, and entitle the
Otis Alden.
Camden owner to entrance to the home
Edgar H. Bradstreet.
Vinalhaven games, special assemblies, skating
Eugene H. Brown,
Friendship rink, and movies shown after school.
• • • •
Rockland
The popular radio quiz is given Ralph Choate.
Office boys chosen from the Ju
a housewifely twist, with $25 in Charles J. Copeland.
Warren nior Business Training this week
daily prizes, on First National Albert C. Crowley,
Owl's Head were: Carl Rogers. Roland Hayes,
Stores' Food News program, return
Mrs. Bessie Hardy.
Hope Robert Collins, William Burns.
ing Lo WNAC and Yankee Network
Thomaston Sheldon Billings. Russell Smith,
air waves Tuesday. Sept. 27 at 9.15 William J. Harrison,
Camden Earle Lymburner, and Charles
Mrs.
Grace
Hobbs,
a. m Questions, to be submitted
Rockland Huntley.
by the audience, must concern food, Guy Johnson,
• • • •
Union
home-making or etiquette. Five Albert H Jones.
“What you are depends upon
Cushing
questions will be chosen each day. Dewey L. Maloney,
what you are striving for" was the
Rockport
Correct answers will be rewarded Frank Salisbury,
subject of Rev. E. O. Kenyon's
with $5, and when replies are in Mrs. Rosetta Sidelinger.
inspiring talk at Tuesday's Senior
Washington
correct, the award will go to the
High assembly. He traced the kinds
Charles Stackpole. So. Thomaston
author of the question.
of success achieved through the
Clarence J. Stone.
North Haven ages from the ancient Egyptian
Appleton days up to the present time, and
Charles E. Bicknell, who has been Maynard F. Sukeforth,
St. George
employed by tlie DuPont Film Mfg. Fred Watts,
how each kind of success merited
Co. in their Parlin N. Y. plant. Is
Traverse Jurors
its special crown. Hls point that
spending the weekend with his
success
without
the spiritual
Mrs.
Mabel
Ames.
North
Haven
mother. Mrs. Frances B. Bicknell
thought profits little, was clearly
Washington
Mrs.
Amelia
Babb,
He will go to Bo. ton where he
Thomaston and beautifully given. In conclu
has been transferred to take up Webster Clark.
sion he reviewed a story which con
St. George
Sydney
H.
Davis,
his new duties in the x-ray sales
tained pathos and wisdom which
Camden
service field. He was two days com Fred Elwell,
was applicable to his conception of
Tliomaston
So
ing through the flooded section, George Fanton,
success. A check for $73.05 was
Rockland
often obliged to wait while work Frank C. Fields.
presented by Gordon Richardson as
Rockland
men cleared the blocked highways. Mrs. Ivy Y. Hart,
proceeds of the 1938 Cauldron, and
Union
He was profoundly impressed by the Mrs. "Lela A. Haskell ,
was accepted by Principal BlalsCamden
tremendous power of the tropical Mrs. Goldie Howarth,
dcll. Katherine Rice was leader
Owl
s
Head
hurricane which caused over 500 Mrs. Katherine Hurd,
of devotion and Grant Davis acted
Vinal Haven
deaths in New England and untold Rcbert E. Kessell,
as chairman of the assembly.
Rockport
Henry Lamson,
• • • •
property damage.
Wardwell C. McFarland,
Edith Gray has been secretary
Friendship to Principal Blaisdell this week.
A complete modernization pro
Appleton
• • • •
gram has been completed on the Stephen B. Miller,
Rockland
The
typewriting
classes are es
Samuel
B.
O'Brien,
Silsby apartments, Summer street
i Cushing pecially elated to learn that Alber
including the installation of a cen Herbert I. Spear,
Warren Tangora. world's champion typist
tral heating system and a perpetual Clarence B. Tolman.
Hope Ls to give a demonstration in the
hot water supply. Three of the Mrs. Helen P. Wentworth,
Justice George L. Emery will auditorium next Tuesday at 1.20
apartments are now ready for oc
cupancy.

RED CROSS RELIEF DRIVE

National Figures Here At
Conference—The Public
Invited

Drove Stage Coach

MAINE OPTOMETRISTS

Every-OtKer-Daf
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Page Two

preside.

before th? entire school, This is

Because of the NEW process, SNOW WHITE bread retains all of the good
ness of the beet Lome made bread and the perfection made possible through
the use of the finest ingredients skillfu Ily combined by scientifically trained
bakers in a modem immaculate bakery.
laste the marvelous wholesome flavor—note thc smooth fine texture and ten
der golden brown crust of Nissen’s NEW SNOW WHITE and the Seven
Dwarfs bread.

Try a loaf today. See for yourself how much better it is.
Ask your Independent Grocer for NISSEN’S SNOW
WHITE. He gets it fresh daily.

JOHN J. NISSEN BAKING COMPANY

)

MAINE

PORTLAND,

Nis.in's extra big am) delirious master loaf—BLUE
RIBBON BREAD—Thc Freshest Thing in Town—
is also cn sale by your Independent Grocer.

\
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I93ff WALT DISNEY ENTERPRISES

Every-OtHer-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN
"COMING
EVENTS
CAST
SHADOWS BEFORE”

Page Three
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THEIR

Bept. ?-■ -Daylight Saving ends.

8cpt. 25 — Bryant-Kimball reunion.

Herrick Thomas, son of Lucien
Thomas, formerly of Rockland, has
transferred from U. of M to George
Washington University, Washing
ton, D. C„ for his senior year.

Coast Guard Cutter Travis was
called to New York Thursday.
Rockland Lodge of Elks meets
Monday night, with supper at 6.30.

One subject on which all of us
have agreed this week is that Maine
is a fine place in which to live—
specifically, Rockland.

Rev. Prank Luce has sold his resi
dence ©n thc Camden road to
Henry Styles of Vermont. The deal
was made through P. S. Young's
agency.
q

HILLCREST HOMESTEAD
ROUTE ONE—SOUTH WARREN

Searsmont.

Bept 27 -Camden -Hugo Brandt Co.,
melody song and story at Opera House
Bept 28—Regional Conference of Red
Cross at Community Building
Oct. }—Warren—Women's Missionary
Conference of the Lincoln Baptist As
sociation at the Baptist Church.
Oct. 5—South Warren— Fair at Good
will Orange
Oct 7—Annual bazaar at Pleasant
Valley Grange.
Oct 11—Fire dnpartment ball at Com
munity Building
Oct 11—Knox County Teacher con
vention ln Rockland.
Oct. 12—Quarterly meeting of Lin
coln Baptist Association In Liberty
Oct 19-At Seven Tree Grange. Union
the annual Grange fair.
Oct 20—Baptist Men's League holds
Its first meeting of the season.
,N°V- >-2 -Camden— YMC A. Min
strels at Opera House.
r-iToP* i30, “*?
8 3O>— Educational
resldence of Franz M
Simmons, 98 Pleasant street.

WEEKEND SPECIALS AT

Rev. Ernest Ogdwn Kenyon, rec
tor of St. Peter's Episcopal Church
was in Brunswick Wednesday as
sisting Rt. Rev. Benjamin Brewster,
bishop of Maine in the ordination
of Daniel H. E. Pox. a graduate of
Bangor Theological Seminary.

Along with 1500 gallons of scal
lops extracted from the Georges
Banks. Capt. Lew Wallace of the
Gertrude L. Thebaud brought two
sword fish aggregating 375 pounds
and a lobster weighing 17% pounds.
Landed at Feyler's.

Among the residents of this and
nearby communities who were in
thc path of the hurricane or in
transit during its raging, was Miss
Henrietta Underhill who left Ash
Point by train Wednesday for
Connecticut. Relatives have re
ceived a telegram reading “Ma
rooned indefinitely at Westerly, R.
I. but safe.” Ernest Russell start
ed Wednesday by motor to Keene,
N. H., and from horn no word has
yet been received. Concerns is also
fclt for the safety of Mr. and Mrs.
Samuel Sezak of Fairhaven. Mass,
with whom no contact has yet been
made.

Yerer Kaforc at Such a Loir Priev !

Baked Bean Supper, Saturday Nights, 40c
Served Anytime After 1 P. M., Saturdays

Full Course Chicken or Duck Dinners Sunday 85c
Served Every Sunday from 12 to 7 P. M.

FOR RESERVATIONS, TEL. W ARREN 3-41

Nationally

You Save $15
on this Special Offer

Advertised a I

WHAT THE COAST GUARD SOUGHT
Lights gleamed along thc North- j the chore was done and the Cando |
end waterfront Wednesday, and an was prevented from being renamed
abnormal tide was sending heavy the Nocando.
teas high onto the shores. A crowd ; The same sea was too much for '
gathered speedily to learn why thc Roy Carter's power boat and LawCoast Guard boat CG -211 was dart- rence Hamlin's sloop Yoho. which'
ing hither and yon* The specta- also broke from lheir moorings, and
tors had no inkling of the tragedy drifted onto the rocks. The timely j
which was being enacted down in ' work of Pred Haskell and Ivan Rack the New England valleys, but they ] liff. in a rowboat, proved their sal-1
did want to know what the locnl i vat.on of those craft, which were
mystery was all about.
pulled around onto tlie beach, and
It developed that the new sloop thrown so high by the tidal wave
Cando, owned by Judson Crouse, that the owners have been spared
had broken from its moorings an I the necessity of being hauled ou*
was somewhere in danger of going for the winter.
onto the rocks. It meant quick
Twas some night up in that neigh,
work for the Coast Guard boat, but borhood.

*

39

.95

MOTOR-DRIVEN
BRUSH
•

VOW

LIGHT IN WEIGHT
•

GETS ALL
KINDS OF DIRT

TERMS: $2.50 Down;
12 Monthly payments of $2 each

Thousands and thousands of these General Electric Cleaners
have sold ail over this country at the nationally advertised
price of $39.95. You, too, will find that it is a quality cleaner
and represents the most outstanding offer we have ever been
able to make.

Noteworthy

/
There will be a get-together at
There will be a public bingo party
(1) Comfortable pistol-grip handle (J
Phil Jones is having his hands
(exclusive).
y
the Owl's Head Town Hall Wednes- tonight at K. P. hall, 8 to 40 o'cIock.
Sl'MMER TIME ENDS
full as coach of the Univewitv of
/
I day night. Sept. 28 at 8 oclock to
(2) C-E Air-cooled motor.
Maine football team this fall there
H. H. Crie & Co. will close next
see what can be done about making
(3) Detachable motor-driven brush.
Tonight marks the c|o«. of i improvements at the Ash Point Wednesday afternoon to allow their
being 150 men on the squad; Among
(4) Non-floor-marring wheels.
daylight saving time, or as it js
the rookies is Ed Barrows; son of
I cemetery, cutting and clearing staff to attend Union Fair.
Imagine, this $39.95 big floor model for only $24.95 cash.
(5) Durable ateel fan.
the Governor. Phil Jones has had , most frequently referred to, sum
bushes, etc. All interested persons
On our easy Budget Plan cnly $2.50 down and 12 monthly
(6) Dust-proof bag.
/
mer time for the season of 1938,
Sunshine
Society
meets
Monday
very effective results the past few
are asked to be present.
payments of $2 each.
(7) Extra long rubber-covered cord.
at 2 o'clock at the Central Maine
years and has developed lots of j Tune pieces should be set biy k
good players for the varsity teams. J one hour, thereby regaining the
rooms for work. Those attending ’
(8) Guaranteed by G-E.
Mrs. Leo IP. Toolin has resigned will take sewing supplies.
PHONE FOR A DEMONSTRATION TODAYI We'll be glad
hour of sleep which you lost last
her
position
with
thc
New
England
Two special cars left the Rock-j April. Good idea to make the
to send one up without obligation!
Hospital for Women and Children
Iand station Wednesday carrying change before retiring tonight.
Sheldons bus and taxi will make
at Boston, and has joined Mr.
the staff and pupils of the Ban
hourly trips to Union Fair next
Toolin and their son. Larry, her?.
croft Training School, who were en
week, leaving Irom the corner of
The Department fair of the Mr Toolin Ls executive officer of
route for their winter quarters at
Park and Main streets.
___________
i v past season, de- Maine DMslon. Auxiliary to the the US.C.G. Travis, stationed at
Haddonfield. The
spite the unfavorable weather has
°f Unlon et*r&ns of the Civil Rockland. They will occupy tlie
Huntley-Hill Auxiliary will meet
War
will
be held at Grand Army Grimes home on Masonic street for work Monday at 2 p. m. Picnic
been a successful one.
hall Oct. 22. Supper will be served after Oct. 1.
supper will be served to the mem
Sunday School classes at the Con by Anderson Camp Auxiliary from
bers. Business meeting at 7.30.
gregational Church will be,resumed 5.30 to 7. Mrs. Dorts Ames will be
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday
Notices have been received for the
tomorrow, with several new‘^cprh- general chairman. Various booths of next week will be given over
ers on thc staff. There will'be high will be in charg of the following: to the annual North Knox Fa’r annual meeting of Community
school classes for boys and girls, Fancy wiork, Katherine Haswell, in Union. It used to be necessary Building Inc., which is to be held
and also a class for the older young chairman, Rose Davis, Martha Wil to tell folks what Union Pair was. Sept. 30 in the tower room at Com
people, as well as the usual grades. son, Louise White. Winnifred but nowadays everybody within munity Building.
Comrades of the Way will not re Berry; apron table, Genevieve radius of 100 miles, not only knows
THEY'LL GO QUICKLY AT THIS PRICE — PHONE EARLY FOR YOURS
The American legion Auxiliary
sume thelr meetings until tlie fol Whitmore, chairman, Georgie Pat but goes, and everybody will be
will
serve
a
supper
Monday
night
at
ten,
Hazel
Downs.
Eva
Lowry.
Nellie
highly
pleased
at
thc
improvements
lowing Sunday, Oct. 2.
H. DeHaven; miscellaneous, Marie which have been made since iast 6 o'clock for Legion men who are
-------jj*
cleaning the hall, Regular meeting
M B Perry and Earle tt Perry Patterson, chairman, Katherine season.
of Auxiliary will be held at 7.30
have brought from the Knox Voter. Geneva Buck. Alice Brown,
will be special music by the doubi ■
St. Peter's Church Woman's Aux
County Trust Company the prop "Hilda White; candy. Susie Renmixed quartet. The church school,
Among the factory representa
iliary
will
serve
supper
tonight
5
Starting Sunday Strand Theatre
erty on Park street formerly oc n?ll. chairman. Leora Spinney. Beu tives at Uie booth of Stonington
with classes for all ages will meet
will
go back to the regular sched to 7 at the undercroft.
cupied by the Littlehale Grain Co. lah Freeman. Nellie Doe. Margaret Furniture Co. in the Exhibition hall
at noon. The Endeavorer's Hour
The fire-damaged buildings werc Coleman; grahs. Barbara Pratt, at Union Fair will be Mr. Kimball ule of Standard time—Matinee 2.
will open at 6 o'clock The people'?Services for Fremont J. Whitcher
dismantled two years ago. The chairman. Celia Morse. Louise Cole, of Portland, Atlantic ranges; Mr. Evening show 6 30, and 8 30. Conevening service will open at 7 15
were
held
yesterday
from
Russell
Perrys have acquired thc land for Hilda York. Edith Spear. The Sons Hansen of New York. Speed Queen tinous Saturday 2 to 10 30.
will begin a most important series with the prelude, big sing and
Funeral Home, Rev. J. Charles Mac
use in connection with tlieir wisWii - will be in charge of the game sec washers. Mr. Myers of Boston, Es
SERMONETTE
of sermons on the general theme ol special music by the double quar
Ruth Mayhew Tent. D.U.V. will Donald officiating. The bearers
sale and fuel departments.
tion with J. Manley Patterson as tate Healrolas and Mr. Loring of sponsor “a public beano party in ,
!
"Religion
and thc Peril of De tet. Dr. Divine's subject will be:
were Vinal Perry, George Dyer, Mai
chairman. Mrs. Mae Cross is de New York representing Florence oil G A R hall on Monday evening.
mocracy."
Hls subject for the first "The Life Worth While." There
Martin
Niemoller
Scammon. A. B. Borgorson. Inter
Among the weeds on his premises
partment president and asks that burners and heaters.
sermon Sunday will be "The Col will be a service every night this
Priscilla Smith will be chairman for ment in Ash Point cemetery.
The Christian Church, in all
at 22 Frederick street Capt. Warren
persons sending articles for the
lapse of Religious Faith and the week at 7.30 with the exception of
the evening, assisted by members of !
the ages since Peter's day. has
McFadden discovered yesterday a J
These meetings will
fair, please send them to either the
Peril of Democracy." The church Saturday.
Secretary
of
State
Frederick
Ro

the
order.
Hie
number
of
awaris
furnished
priests
and
ministers
moth which he could not fiffd listed
Donald E. Merriam left Tuesday
chairman of each committee or di bie, w^ls in the city yesterday mak
close
on
Sunday,
Oct. 2.
school
will
begin
its
sessions
for
offered to the public are attractive for Massachusetts to resume his who would not deny their faith
in any book on that subject/, Hang
rect to her at 457 Main street.
the
new
year
Oct.
2
at
noon
in
the
ing
a
tour
of
inspection
at
thc
Auto

when
threatened
by
Kings
cr
household
articles.
ing over its nose was a billshaped
teaching duties at Wilbraham
Rockland High School will greet
i church vestry.
mobile Registration Office. He was
like a parrot's, and on top of the
Academy in Wilbraham, a location Dictators. Germany never un
• • * *
Let Quinn look over your trees accompanied by Stanley Douglas,
A
feature
of
the
visit
of
Gov.
Hallowell
High with a most cordial
head were two very conspicuous
which lay in the direct path of the derstood this psychology. When,
Complete service. Tel. 741-W or supply clerk; Agnes Faulkner, chief Barrows and his staff to Vermont
"Reality" is the subject of the smile when the latter marenes onto
under
the
Kaiser,
the
maddened
eyes. N. W. Lermond has classi
hurricane. A wire Friday night
clerk; and Marjorie Sergars. chief last Saturday was a trip up Lake told of his safety, but stated tha: war lords swept brutally Into lesson-sermon that will be read in the Community Park grtdiron. but
fied lt as a beautiful specimen of 365-J —adv.
cashier, all of the Augusta office. Champlain on one of the new the school campus was very badly Belguim. square across their all churches of Christ, Scientist, each sleeve of the orange and
the sphinx moth.
„
Bingo tonight at K P. nail 8 to They had nothing but praise for th? stream lined ships of the Lake damaged.
path stood Cardinal Mercier. on Sept. 25. The golden text is; black warriors will sheathe a knife/
•
"Thy throne. O God. is for ever and
Champlain
Transportation
Co.
manner
in
which
Inspector
Levi
They
could not brow beat him.
Persons who patronize Perry's 10 p. m —adv.
as thc locals think of the trouncing
ever: thp sceptre of thy kingdom
Flint is conducting thc local office. They werc guests of Chester Mar
So now. Hitler has not been ab’?
Park Street Market are apt to gasp
they got in Hallowell a year ago. Be
A H. Whitford, formerly general
$10,000.00 in cash prizes—$1,000,shall of Tenant's Harbor, who is1
to swerve that great -Protestant is a right sceptre" (Psalms 45: 6.i yond thc fact that Hallowell has u
today when they look into the dis
secretary of the Rockland Y M.C.A .
The citations from thc Bible in
Tlie local telegraph offices have interested in the company. The
pastor. Martin Niemoller, from
play windows and espy the 18-pound 000 every week for ten deeks to win
light team this year Coach Mathe
now located in Orlando. Fla . has
clude the following passages: “All
lobster on exhibition there. The ners of a simple Puzzle Contest in been swamped with business since trip was especially enjoyed by Col. sold a lot of land to Dr. Ascha Bean j Christianity to the Nazi creed
son lias little dope. He doesn't ven
Had Niemoller adapted his thy works shall praise thee. O Lord ture any prophecy, but feels that
critter came from the Georges thc Boston Sunday Advertiser. Also New England's tropical hurricane Basil H. Stinson of the Governor's i
of Vassar College who will build I
and thy saints shall bless thee. Thy he ls developing a good team and
Banks, in Capt. Lew Wallace's boat, The Lone Ranger in Colors—See occurred. Telegrams seeking infor staff who is general manager of a there another year. The transac-j preaching to the Nazi race
kingdom
ls an everlasting kingdom, has high hopes. The game will be
mation
as
to
the
welfare
of
loved
local
steamboat
company.
theory,
paid
lip
loyalty
to
the
the
11
new
features
in
the
big
Comic
and is exhibited through permission
tion, although far remote from
and
thy
dominion
endurcth called at 2 30 with Hucke of Colby
Fuehrer as the Christians' first
of the Sea and Shore Fisheries De Weekly with the Sunday Adver- ones were sent to many persons In
Rockland was through the agency
115‘lt all of the affected States, and doubt
i
throughout
all
generations"
<Psalms
A
picture
of
keen
interest
to
peo

duty, and avoided references to
partment to which it must be re tiser.
as referee. Gay of Bates as umpire
of Freeman S. Young, who knows
145:
10.
13).
ple
of
this
coastal
section
appears
less
much
criticism
was
expressed
the
differences
between
Nazi
and
stored.
and Hinds of Bates as head lines
•
•
•
•
burn
at delayed replies. Had the send in this morning's Press Herald his Florida.
Christianity, all would have been
man. The Rockland lineup will
Ross
—
At
Owls
Heart.
Sept.
3.
J®
Mr.
The church school at the Con
Col Basil H Stinson, member ot
ers been able to visualize the tre showing the Rockland-built steamer
well.
Instead, he declared
probably be as follows: le. Chlshom:
and Mrs Frank Ross, a daughter
gregational Church will begin again lt. 'Perry; lg, McConchie; c. John
Twelve members of the Knox “Christianity founded, on blood
Gov. Barrows’ staff, accompanied Alice Kathleen
mendous task which thc storm set Monhegan high and dry in the
Bridges—At Minturn. Sept 19. to Mr for heroes and heroines their im - middle of Dorrance street. Provi- i County Board of Insurance Under
on this Sunday. The same plan son or Cummings; rg, Mazzeo; rt,
the latter to Burlington. Va., where
and race, is worse than pagan
and Mrs Vincent Bridges, a daughter
as used thc last two years will be Horeyseck; re. Ellis or Huntley;
they attended the Republican State —Shelia Mae
patience would have been trans dence. R. I. The Monhegan was writers met in The Thorndike Ho ism.”
followed, with the church and qb. Allen; lhb. Billings; rhb. Duff
Convention and from there went to
formed into commiseration, if not built in 1903 by Cobb-Butler Co. for tel lobby yesterday afternoon, and
He was requested to expel pas
MARRIED
Capt. I. E. Archibald and ran for figuratively speaking sat nround
thc Eastern States Exposition in
abject apologies.
tors and church officials witli school uniting in one service, be or Jordan; fb. Glover.
McMahon-Gervals — At dockland.
ginning at 1030 a m. The children
seme y^ars on the Portland-Rock the knees of C. Waldo Lovejoy. Jewish ancestors out of the
Springfield. They came out cf Sent
21. by Rev. Charles A Marstaller.
Springfield Tuesday, just ahead of Howard C. McMahon and Yvonne Ger
Dr. J. F. and B. F. Burgess will land run. She has been running State insurance commissioner, and Protestant church. “In all the ! will attend thc regular church wor
both of Rockland
ship service and go to their classes
thc present season bet ween Provi- ] listened with keen interest while 2000 years of Christianity,'' he
the tropical hurricane which swept vais.
Crouse-Jones—At Rockland. Sept 22 be out of town Monday and Tuesduring the sermon, thus enabling
that official told them about agent said, "no ordained priest or pas
across western and centra! New
R Keene. J PL Donald s^^rouse day
attending annual Graduate dence and Block Island.
and Ella M Jones, both of Rockland
parents and children to come and
qualifications, and went into de tor has been or could be expelled
England. It was necessary to dis
Clinic at Penobscot Exchange,
C.
Waldo
Lovejoy,
insurance
go
at thc same time. The theme
tails
concerning
fire
investigation
continue thc Exposition. .DIED
Bangor. Sept. 25 . 26 . 27 —adv. *lt
because of his race.” For six
commissioner of Maine, addressed and arson cases. Thc Informal ses days a week the children of j of thc sermon by Rev. Corwin H
Mair—At Fairfield. Sept 23. Henry W
aged 54 years. 9 montha. 21 days
Rummage sale of antiques, some Malr.
Dahlcm. where hls church Is lo . Olds will be. "Engraving On The
The Relief Corps will serve an th? Rotary Club at its meeting yes sion took the form of another
Funeral Sundav at 2 o'clock from Bur
clothing, household furnishings pee Funeral Homo
Human Heart" Comrades of tiie
.old fashioned New England boiled terday on the functions and work forum, with many questions asked cated. are taught that the Aryan
consisting of a piano, walnut cham
I Way will resume their meeting on
mtne,^^TdwWSrFn''dRWt Babbidge* dinner at noon Oct. 6 in G.A.R. hall. of the Insurance department of thc and Answered.
race
is
supreme
and
the
Jew
Whltnev.
-------—
.
„
ber set. kitchen range, chairs and
84 years. Funeral Monday at 2
—adv * State. He explained where the
and Negro the most contemp I Oct. 2.
other articles at 4 North Main aged
p. ni from Burpee Funeral Home.
premiums of thc insured go. and
street and will continue till-all sold
Thc gold bowed glasses found be tible. On the seventh he taught
Thomas—At Miami. Sdpt. 22. Ernest
—adv.
114*115 Thomas, formerly of Rockland, aged
“Conformed To His Image" will
Beano game at Grand Army hall. revealed that 56% of all premiums neath
Sophocles
Constantine's them in Sunday school, the
50 years. 5 months.
paid are set up as reserves against blackberry bushes, after the latter Church of Christ knows no dif
be the sermon topic by Rev Charles
Monday,
Sept.
26
auspices
Ruth
Hopkins—At Augusta. Sept 20, Mrs
A. Mar-taller at the Littlefield Me
Hattie (Smith) Hopkins, formerly of Mayhew
Tent. Priscilla Smith, fire losses. Federal and State taxes had been denuded of their berries ference of race, blood or color,
Vlnal
Haven.
morial Church Sunday morning at
from premiums amount to $600 DENTAL NOTICE
that
in
His
Kingdom
there
shall
chairman.
Special
and
regular
remain in the possession of Mr
Arey—At South Thomaston. Sept 23.
For the present make appointments David Weston. Infant son od Mr and
16.30. The music will include a
prizes, also lucky number prize.— 000. His descriptions of the de Constantine, who feels real com be neither Jew nor Gentile, bond
for Tuesdays and Fridays
Mrs Weston Arey. aged 1 month and
partment's activities to prevent ar
selection by the choir and a solo bv
CHECK COSTS HERE
or
free.
1
day.
Services
at
2
p
ml
today.
In

adv.
115-lt
miseration for their owner. Time
Tel. 415-W
terment ln South Thomaston cemetery.
son were especially interesting. In
Mrs. Henry Ulmer. A children's
Freed
by
thc
German
courts
has
mellowed
thc
chagrin
which
DR. J. H. DAMON, DENTIST
Clark—At Camden. Sept. 22. William
After all. costs must enter into
story will precede the sermon. Th"
conclusion, he called attention to
Over Newberry's
Clark, aged 70
Mr. Constantine felt when he saw no one knows what Hitler has
church
school
meets
at
11.45
and
thp
thc
fact
that
Oct.
9
begins
Fire
thc
consideration of a Monu
100-101Ttf
his blackberry pies vanish into don? with him, but he Is on?
Christian Endeavor at 6. At 7.15 ment's purchase. It is in this es
CARD OF THANKS
Prevention Week, and asked the
of
the
few
great
men
of
this
thin air, and if the owner of thc
I wish to thank friends, neighbors
co-operation of the public in clear
Mrs. Eva Earl Taylor. Deportation
and members of Ocean Bound Re
sential detail that you will find
spectacles will call at his home age.—William A. Holman
bekah Lodge, for beautiful floral off
Secretary of the American Mission
ing up fire hazards. Herbert Payerings sent at the death of my mother.
some night when clouds obscure the
to lepers, will be the guest speaker. our suggestions valuable We are
sen, Jr., and Howard D. Perkins of
Mrs. Hattie A. Hopkins. Also, thank
moon Sophocles will restore them
The morning subject at the Metho The music will Include a selection concerned with providing most
those who so kindly offered the use
thc Portland Club were visiting
of cars and their services
to their rightful owner and perhaps dist Church tomorrow will be "Per
Miss E. Floyde Hopkins
by thc choir and a violin solo by
Memorials for the money. Most
Rctarians.
Alfred Hocking. St.
Augusta.
•
add one of his humorous stories for fect Love." In thc evening service Rev. Lester Spencer. Mrs. Taylor
George. Frank W. Fuller. Francis
value
for patrons, means wider
Dr. Wilson will speak on “Ambition.'' will also speak at the young peo
D. Orne, Francis J. McAlary. werc good measure.
CARD OF THANKS
patronage,
for us.
•
•
•
•
Wc wish to express our sincere
Ambulance Service
ple's meeting. Prayer meeting Tues
guests.
MORTICIANS
thanks to all our relatives, neighbors,
We are living ln a distraught day night at 7 30.
and friends, for the many kindnesses
•
shown during our recent bereavement
• • » *
Mr. and Mrs.
Following thelr annual custom
world; a world in which the vic
Ambulance Service
Also for all the beautiful flowers sent,
Wm. E. Dornan & Son,
and to those who so kthdly offered
H. H. Crie & Co. will close next
On Sunday morning Rev. F. H.
torious centuries are threatened
RUSSELL
David
Rubenstein
thelr cars
INC.
Wishes
all
their
relatives
and
Wednesday
afternoon
for
Union
with
oblivion.
Liberty
is
ln
peril,
Divine,
D.
D.,
of
New
York
will
be

FUNERAL HOME
Zenas C. Burgess. Mr. and Mrs Har
TELS. 390 AND 781-1
CEMETERY
MEMORIALS
friends
vard C. Burgess and family, Mr. and
Fair where they have a booth and
Democracy ls menaced with de gin a week of meetings at the First
9 CLAREMONT ST. TEL. 662
Mrs. Carl L. Ames, Mr. and Mrs. Emile
EAST UNION and THOMASTON
361-365 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND
A Happy New Year
ROCKLAND, ME.
will be pleased to meet their friends,
Coombs, Elmer Coombs Mr and
struction.
At the Universalist Baptist Church. His morning sub43Stf
115-lt |
Mrs Neal Burgess and family. Mr and
98-tf
119-tf
—adv,
Church Sunday morning Dr. Lowe Ject will be; "Investments.” There
Mrs. Clarence 6tone and family,

GENERAL

ELECTRIC CLEANERS

CENTRALe>AI N E
POWEI^tOMPANY

BURPEES

Page Fouf
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WALDOBORO AND VICINITY

a shelf, where it had remained
throughout the campaign, and
viewed the contents. He found
Years [the apple tagged "Republican" all

Election Yarns

STRAND SUNDAY, MONDAY, TUESDAY

Latest news from Lincoln County towns collected by our diligent cor
respondents. Send Waldoboro news to Mrs. Ixmise Miller, telephone 27.

AT THE PARK MONDAY-TUESDAY

Which Pertain To
When Voting Booths ',unk the Greenback apple was

I

. ...................

Eviry-OtKer-Da?

‘SPAWN OF THE NORTH'

...

much rotted around the worm hole,
but the little green apple tagged
_,, _, _ , _
..
’’Democrat” was intact. Mr. AnEditor of The Courier-Gazette:—
I drews tied the box up again with
Been harking back in memory '
text enclosed: „Cast thy brea(,
,

Were Not Used

James Longhurst of Bath spent sub-principal, Sumner Hancock;
Miss Carol Stevens. Miss Joan
Thursday and Friday ln town.
Arthur Chute is a Portland visi Burnheimer, Richard Gerry, Austin
since the last streiauous election upon the waters and thou shalt reMiller, Miss Madeline Kane. Mrs.
tor today.
has
passed into history and poli-' ceive it after many days,’’ and
Mrs. Maude Clark Gay and Miss Carrie Perry, Mrs. Lillian Boggs.,
tics
are
getting back to normalcy sent it by express to his Republican
Marcia Blaney are spending today Miss Grace Yorke. Mrs. Margaret
again
—
voters
smoking at their own friend, Mr. Russell.
Ford.
Miss
Rachel
Orff.
Miss
Agnes
in Portland.
W. R. Walter
expense, etc., and compdring sys
Miss Eileen Chapman is taking Creamer. Alfred Standish. Mrs. Lois
North Waldoboro. Sept. 20
tems
of
"now
and
then.
”
Davis.
Mrs.
Althea
Winchenbach
the place of Miss Alfreda Ellis as
The “then" referred to was when
operator in the local office of the and Miss Idella Jackson.
ROCKVILLE
the candidates had their own votes
A
recital
and
entertainment
will
New England Telephone and Tele
printed
and
they,
or
their
hench

graph Company as Miss Ellis leaves be given by Guy Waltz and his
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Barrows of
men. distributed them among tire
soon to enter Farmington Normal J daughter, Mrs. Gretchen Simmons
Newtonville. Mass., came last week
voters.
As
I
think
upon
those
days
in diaries’ Hall. Friday night. Mr.
School.
a few amusing Incidents come back to spend a short time at their sum
A shower was given Miss Betty Waltz (and Mrs. Simmons will be
to memory which I thought might mer home here, but made a hasty
Stahl at the home of Mrs. Hilda assisted by a New York soloist and
be as amusing to your readers as departure Thursday upon receipt
A gay time is had by George Brent, Ian Hunter, Isabel Jeans and Kay
Somes Thursday night in honor of a seven piece orchestra.
of a telegram informing them that Fiancis in a party scene from “Secrets of An Actress."—adv.
they were to us.
her approaching marriage to Har
Mrs. Stanley I. Bailey of Phila
We had a great uncle who wa thc storm of Wednesday had blown
old Parsons of Milton. Mass. Those delphia arrives today to accompany
very nearsighted and so prejudiced down their »himney and done other
present were Mrs. Augusta Page her mother. Mrs. Maude Clark Gay
in his party affiliations that he damage.
and Mrs. William H. Parsons of on an automobile trip through the
thought anyone voting against his
Mrs. Ida Barrows who has been
Damariscotta. Mrs. Scott Somes of eastern section of the State. Mrs.
party was going to the bad. It Quite ill is somewhat improved,
Edgecomb, Mrs. Alice Kalloch. Mrs. Gay and Mrs. Bailey will be gone
was so that he always depended on
.Roger Bronkie left Thursday ,
Perley Damon of Rockland, Mrs. about a week during which time
one certain man for the right vote, morning for Boston.
8
fe
7
2
3
1
Kenneth Weston, Miss Carol Stev J Mrs Gay will visit many of the fedbut when he entered the pollingMr and Mrs J. F. Jaseph have.
ens, Mrs. Kenneth Hilton. Miss erated women’s clubs. Mrs Gay beJohn Barrymore, as a madcap newspaper publisher, and Lynne Overone election a man of the closed t.uii summit home and
IO
II
Barbara Benner, Miss Millicent ing president of the State Federa- man, as his wise-tracking editor, ferm the comedy team of Paramount's 0PP°s'to faith, whom he took to be starttd foi Fitthburg Thursday
W
Bums. Mrs. Richard Ralph, Mrs. j tion.
Alaskan drama. "Spawn of the North." With George Raft. Dorothy La-1 his dependable man. passed him with George Hall as chauffeur,
W
15
15 7\<\ i4
ll
Stanley Poland. Mrs. James Waltz,! Miss A]ice Mooney, field nurse
a
vote
which
he
cast
into
the
ballot
mour and llenry Fonda heading the all-star cast.—adv.
W
Mrs. Forrest Eaton. Mrs. Joseph of
division of Public Health
box. When told who had handed
SEARSMONT
20
21
18
•9
17
Tait. Mrs. C. B Stahl, Miss Fran Nursing was a business visitor in came from the gardens of Mrs.
him the vote, and had voted against
ces Simmons and Mrs. B. G town Tuesday.
his party, he was nearly beside hlmMr. and Mrs. W Hedberg of Wal- j
Charles Rowe and Mrs Sace Wes
24
25
23
2.2
Miller.
Miss
Stahl received
self and exclaimed: "Can't I get! thain, Mass., are guests at the
Miss Shirley Burns, a student ton.
w
many useful and beautiful gifts. nurse at the Maine General Hos
the plaguey thing out no way!" But [Daniel McFarland home for a few i
th 28
27
2b
Among those unable to be present pital in Portland will spend Sun
he
was obliged to bear the stigma.! days.
NORTH WARREN
w
who sent gifts were Miss Annie O. day with her parents Mr. and Mrs.,
as he thought, the rest of his life. ■ Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Wiils of |
------29
Welt, Mrs. Harold Clark. Mrs. Wil Fred Burns.
and
the
sally
of
his
friends.
]
Salem,
were
recent
visitors
of
Rev.
Sadie Kelley has been at Mrs.;
liam Labe and Mrs George Shaw cf
One of my best friends. Joseph and Mrs. Gardner Wills for sev35 34
Mrs. Edith Hodgkins has returned Clara Whitney's while Warren
32
30 31
Rockland.
Refreshments of ice
“Uncle Joe" Hoffses. once a resi- eral days.
th"
Whitney
has
been
attending
to Worcester after passing tire sumw
cream, cake and coffee were served,
dent of Jefferson, now passed to
Mrs. Belle Howes visited her
fairs the past two weeks.
5b
5b
S5
mer in town.
37
the feature being a wedding cake
his reward, told me this one: Mr. daughters. Mrs. Lena Mathews of
Crosby
Waltz
of
Wollaston.
Mass.
’
Mr
and
Mrs.
Walter
Feyler
were
Mount Desert Rock
decorated with a miniature bride
H. was distributing Republican Belfast and Mrs. Stella Warman of
has joined Mrs. Waltz at their recent callers at the Edward Ross
M2 w M3
MO
Ml
This is boat day at the Rock. If votes near the ballot box when a Knox the weekend.
and groom.
o
the weather holds good for three Democrat about to deposit his bal- I Miss Ruth Miller and friend of
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Genthner, Mr. home here where he will pass his home.

Courier-Gazette Cross-Word Puzzle

n

■I

Guardians

of Our Coast

Ih

Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Wiley of more hours First Assistant and lot accidently dropped it. Mr. H Skowhegan visited Mr. and Mr.-.
and Mrs. Fred Chute, Mr. and Mrs. vacation.
Edrinea
Howell.
11-year-old Whitefield visited Sunday with Mrs Mrs. Wallace will return to this politely picked It up and in doing Colby Howard , and family SundayMilton Creamer, Laura. Genevieve,
Russell and Thomas Creamer, Mr. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Edward Wiley’s parents. Mr. and Mrs. Willis station after enjoying 15 days leave exchanged it for a Republican vote. Sept. 18.
Second Asst. Frost will go on the which the voter unconsciously
Rev. and Mrs. J. K Howse, of
and Mrs. Albert Genthner, Mr. and Howell fell Thursday while at play Moody.
Mrs. Reginald Monahan and chil- j and broke her arm.
George Gracie of Connecticut 1x531 for 15 days leave. He will deposited.
Belfast called on Searsmont friends
dren. Gloria, Marlene and Reginald
Mrs. Nelson Thompson of Dor- has been visiting his uncle. W. L. i°5n Mrs. Frost in Jonesport.
Tears ago when the Greenback Monday.
Earl Webster machinist went Part>' was ln much evidence the
Mr and Mrs. C. C. Pineo have
Jr., Mr. and Mrs. Edward Genth- j Chester, Mass., who with Mr. Gracie.
ner and son Wayne. Miss Evelyn Thompson is visiting his mother
Ross passed ]ast weekend Sept. 9 to Portland. He stayed Republican. Greenback and Demo- returned to their home in Montreal.
Mrs. Ada Hawes will entertain
Genthner. Mathew Barron. Mr and Mrs. Annie Thompson, spent Tues- wRh hl£ bro;her Harrv Ross
with us two weeks and his de cratic parties were contending for
Mrs. Floyd Wotton and daughters day with friends ln Thomaston.
Round Pond and als0 caIied on parture was a matter of keen re the governorship. John Andrews the Ladies of the G.A R. of Augusta
was an employe in the Warren shoe Thursday if pleasant at her home
Marilyn and Rita and Richard
About 40 members and guests of other relatives in surrounding gret.
factory and a staunch Democrat, here.
»
Schofield attended a party Sunday the Community Garden club as- towns
Mr. and Mrs. Morris Rich of
while
his
friend.
Oliver
Russell,
a
:
------------------at the home of Mr. and Mrs. G. H. >
at the clubhouse Thursday
Manset. are the parents of a son
Miss Freda Moody is attending . „ _ .
prosperous farmer, was equally as
WEST ROCKPORT
Schofield in honor of the 78th night to hear Mrs. A. R. Benedict
,, . _
, , .
30rn Sept 13
strong in the Republican faith. One
_____
“
Ballard Business School in Rockbirthday of Mrs. Schofield's father. tell
__
of her trip to Mexico. Mrs
Mr. Frost and Mrs. Quinn have lnornlng when Andrews came to
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Blake of
Thomas E. Creamer.
| E
...........
'
'
ant
*Benedict, as always, held the undit teir potatoes dug. Their crop was his work he found a box on lu< Beverly. Mars . and Wallace Tolman
Mrs. Oliver Wood and two chil- vided attention of her audience by
sma enoug
or two dinners,
with the compliments of hts and son-in-law of Cambridge. Mass
dren Carol and Oliver sail today on ber vivid deScriptions and personal
They grew welt being planted
in friend Russell. Opening the box. were in ’.own to attend the funeral
SOUTH
WARREN
K
the S. S. Monarch Bermuda from magnet[jm, she exhibited pottery.
the ash pile. Mr Frost had better it disclosed three apples—one a of Ernest Tolman.
New York arriving at Hamilton, pogtumes. basket-work anc^ jewelry
------luck with his dahlias.
large rosy apple tagged “RepubliMrs. Emma V. Leach was thc
Bermuda. Monday.
brought from Mexico. RefreshThe Libby homestead was the
Keeper Quinn had the present can”, next a smaller- apple with delegate from the local church to
Mrs. C. B. Stahl and daughter, | ments Were served at the close of scene of a jolly partv Wednesday of a dog from Mrs R. Clark of
Miss Betty Stahl were Portland the meeting. The committee was night when the J B. Club of War- Southwest Harbor recently. He is a worm hole in it tagged “Green- the council for ordination of J.
back.” and the third was a small Wesley Stuart of Martinsville. The
visitors Friday.
I composed of Mrs. A. D. Gray, Mrs. ren and Union met to ooserve the a ,ot of company. and we are en- green apple tagged "Democrat.”
father of Mr. Stuart, Rev. O. W.
Among the local teachers attend Charles Rowe and Mrs. Lawrence
.v.
, .
. ■
joying him.
It so happened that year that Stuart, was a former pastor of this
ing a meeting of Lincoln-Sagada- Weston. They were assisted by birthdays of two of its members.
there was no choice for governor church.
hoc Teachers’ Association at Bath Miss Virginia Rowe and Mrs. Sace Charles Smith and Alice Robbing
by the people and the choice went
Mrs. Louise Orbeton entertained
Portland
linad
Thursday were Superintendent A. Weston who poured. Three girl Supper was served at 630 The
to the House of Representatives, the Tuesday Club this week,
D. Gray; Principal Earle M Spear; scouts Elise Marcho. Sarah Ash- honor guesU were presented with
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Sterling
when a Democrat was elected. Mr.
Mrs. M. J Oxton and Mrs. J. F.
and
famii} of Peaks Island enter- ! Andrews took the box down from Heal attended the W.C.T.U. picnic
worth and Edith Burgess served. two birthday cakes and several gift*.
tained at dinner Iast
Saturdav I ___________________________________________________
Worthy of mention were the zin- others present were Mr. and Mr,,
nias. snapdragons and asters which a. T. Norwood. Mrs. Zena Nelson, Mrs. William Griffin. Mrs. R. T.
$3,f)00,000 RAILROAD EXHIBIT •
had survived the recent storm and Mrs. Ada Spear and the hosts. Mr. Sterling. Mrs. W. C. Dow. Mrs. F.
O. Hilt. A. W. Hathorne. C. Stod
were used for decoration. These and Mrs. O B Libby.
EOR NEW YORK WORLD’S EAIR
dard. W. C Dow and F. O. Hilt.
The evening was spent in conver
sation and playing cards.
Mrs R. T. Sterling and Mrs. F.
O Hilt entertained at dinner
Monday night Miss Elizabeth Ster,ing. Miss Marion Sterling of Peaks
Island, C. Stoddard of Portland.
A. W Hathorne of St. George. R.
j T. Sterling. Jack Robinson. Robert
T. Sterling Jr.. W. R. Hilt and F.
L •. A •
i !
i
O Hilt.
•
Mr. and Mrs W C. Dow of Port
land had as dinner guests Sunday
the Hilts.

Traveling Around America

i'J I
f&tf Wfew

Mrs. Clyde Grant visited last
Sunday at the home of F. O. Hilt
F. O. Hilt has returned from a
vacation in the course of which
I he travelled to Canada, doing the
Gaspe Peninsula, visiting the Light
Station. Cape Des Rosiers, Light
house Co. Gaspe P. Q„ established
in 1857 and the new church La
Nouvelle Egllse, Ste-Anne De
Beaupre. He reports a great trip,
worth the time and money.

RYTEX

CINEMA
Printed Stationery

MICKIE SAYS—

You'll go “cinematic” when you
use RYTEX CINEMA Printed
Stationery . . . the favorite sta
tionery of the actors, actresses,
producers, writers and social
leaders.

You'll like its "hand made”
appearance ... its deckled sheets
and envelopes ... its smooth
writing surface ... its low price.

September Only

100 SHEETS
100 ENVELOPES

$1.00
Postage 15c Extra

Printed with your Name and
Address on Sheets and Envelopes
. . . Blue, Blaek. Brown or Red
Ink.
Delightfully smart colors
of paper . . . Studio brown . . .
Camera blue . . . Film grey.

For home or school, or for
gifts.
On sale for September
Only!

The Courier-Gazette

A
IF I GOT ALfTTWIWG TO PO
ABOUT IT, THE Rfc-SERVEP
SEATS IW HEAIZEM WILL GO

TO TH' SOOP OL' STEADY
SUBSCRIBERS WHO COME

DANCE CONTESTS BELOW THE EQUATOR
rvANCE contests are by no means
restricted to disciples ot the
Shag, the Collegiate and the Big
Apple. Way down below the Equator
in the heart of Bolivia they have
dance contests which — from the
standpoint of costuming, weird
rhythms and harmonies — would
make our modern ones seem very
tame. The one pictured hjre ls a
dance contest held in the dadium
ln La Paz. with Indians from the
outlying provinces competing.
Each year in this large stadium
ln La Paz, Bolivia's skytop capitalaccessible by air or by rail from
ports ln Peru and Chile visited regu
larly by weekly cruises from New
York — are held contests ln which
dancers from all parts of the repub
lic compete These Indians assemble
from far and near dressed ln gor
geously embroidered, bejeweled, and

befeathered costumes which were in
vogue many centuries ago — each
tribe wearing the color combination
and the designs belonging to the
district in which he lives. Those who
accompany the dancers bring along
their musical Instruments most of
which are the works of their own
hands — multiple-pipes of various
sizes made from reeds lining Lake
Titicaca, which whistle ana shriek
like giant pipes o'pan, hollowed out
logs from the forests which wltl the
help of antmal skins stretched across
the top make very effective dikims;
stringed instruments of varied types
which emit tones so weird they seem
not of this world Most of the dance9
as well as the accompanying music
have been handed down from gen
eration to generation since the days
when they were employed to enter
tain the Incas, or to placate tfre God
of the Sun.

IM IWHEU "THEIR. TIMES UP
AWP PLAWK POWM PER A

NEAR IW API/AWCE, WITHOUT
WAIT1M' FER US TO
SEMD 'EM STATEMEMrS

PERISTYLE

STRUCTURE I'OR RAILROADS
1939 EXPOSITION.

AT

AMERICA’S

NEW YORK (Special)—Ground [ rangement which suggests a
has been broken and hundreds of roundhouse for steam locomo
workmen are busy erecting the tives. Two huge pylons, a statu
$3,000,000 railroad exhibit at the ary group and beautiful foun
New York World's Fair 1939 un tain will grace the courtyard and
der the sponsorship of the East the exit will lead to a second ex
ern Presidents’ Conference.
hibit occupying 3,600 feet of
The railroad display will be the ! tracks, where the public may
largest in the history of transpor climb into engine cabs, examine
tation with 26 Easiern lines fi electric locomotives and enjoy
nancing the show and railroads themselves to the utmost.
from all sections of the nation
From a large grandstand they
and many foreign countries show may watch a pageant of transpor
ing their facilities for comfort, tation and in another structure
efficiency in operation and their they may see the biggest model
growth under private ownership. railroad ever put together with
The. jwain building will be trains running off schedule and
nearly a quarter of a mile long, signals and safety devices operat
laid out in an S-shape and termi ing just as they do on a lull-sized
nating in the above peristyle ar , line.

44

45

Mb
50

52

45“

M7

51

W

53

VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
1S-Date in Roman
43- Unite securely
1-Bet
calendar
44- Conjunction
5-Custom
18-Ocean
45- Unit
*
9-Part of a »tove
20- Gaimng
11- Become surety for 46- Weaken
21- Crude metal
48- Musical note
12- Printer’s measure
23-A song-bird (pi.)
14- Note in Guido's scale 49- Covers
25-Performer
50- Make a misstep
15- Equip
27- Perched
52- Ponders over
16- Pronoun
28- A serpent
53- Perform
17- lt is (eontr.)
30- Listen
19-Produce
31- Tavern
21- Lyrie poem
VERTICAL
33- Drunkard
22- Boil slowly
34- Labor
24- Youth
1- Sharpens by friction 35- Tempest
25- Greek god of war
36- Grows old
2- Depart
26-Com spikes
37- Examine
3- Evening (Poet.)
28- High card (pi.)
39-Apportioned
4- Trust
29- Anxious
41- Terminates
5- Compact
30- CliM
42- To challenge
6- Direct
32-Mall
45-Grease
7- Barrel (abbr.)
35- Japanese coin (pi.)
47-Fasten
8- Carries (colloq.)
36- An insect
49-Lord Lieutenant
10- Claw
38-A land measure
(abbr.)
11- Without h^r
40-Curc hides
13-A very small amount 51-Father
41- lncited

(Solution to "previous puzzle)

at Mrs. Charles Burgess' in Cam
den Tuesday.
The Ladies' Mission Circle met
with Mrs. M. A. Fogler Thursday
afternoon with a large attendance
Fred Collins, Jr., has closed the
little store at Bud's Corner for the
winter.
Church services will be held on
standard time Sunday. 9.30 a. m. for
the morning service and church
school at 10.30.
• • • •
Ernest A. Tolman
The funeral of Ernest A. Tolman
PORT CLYDE
was held at his late home Tuesday
afternoon, Rev. F. F. Fowle, a for
Mrs. Sarah E. Seavey 90. the old
mer pas-tor at Rockport, officiatin’.
est resident in this community cast
Mr. Tolman died Sunday after her first vote at the recent election.
about 12 years of ill health, more j Mrs. Electa Hopkins was hos
than two of which he has been con tess Wednesday to the Baptist
Circle.
fined to the house.
Herman Simmons enjoyed a mo
He was born on a farm about a
mile from the village and spent his tor trip Wednesday to Orono.
MLss Nora Clark visited her sis
early life there attending the local
ter Mrs. Maud Anthony in Cam
school. As a young man he learned
den recently.
the carpenter's trade and for a
Mrs. Etta Teel Ls guest of her
number of years was thus empoyed sister Mrs. Minnie McLain in
in Rockland and vicinity where he Medomak.
Miss Marion Gee who was guest
made his home during his early
of Mrs. Ada Brennen has returned
married life.
After the death of his father he to Boston accompanied by Mrs.
returned to the home place and en Brennen. who will be guest of rela
gaged in farming until ill health tives in Danvers, Mass.
Sunday afternoon in the Baptist
prevented. A few years ago he
moved to this village and to the chapel at 2 o'clock Rev. H I. Ho’t
Isaac Blake residence, late home of Rockport will be in charge. The
of his father-in-law, where he had Sunday school will meet at 3 p. m.
The evening service will be in the
since resided.
He is survived by his wife, Alice Church on the Ridge at 7. The
(Blake) and five sons. Walter of prayer meeting will be Thursday
South Hope, Donald of Rockport. night at 7.
Vernon, Earl and Albert of this
VINAL HAVEN * ROCKLAND
place, and a daughter Doris who is
STEAMBOAT CO.
employed in Camden. A son Ray
Rockland, Me.
Effective
September 16, 1938
mond and daughter Mary died sev
Eastern Standard Time
eral years ago. A brother Wallace
Swan’s bland Line
of Cambridge. Mass., and a sister Read Down
A. M.
P. M.
Mrs. Almon Maxey of West Rock 6.00 Lv. Swan’s Island,
Arr. 5.40
7.00
Lv.
Stonington.
Lv.
4.40
port survive.
8.00 Lv. North Haven,
Lv. 3.25
The bearers were J. J. Dunbar. 9.00 Arr. Roc kland.
Lv. 2.15
Vinal Haven Line
John Hurme, Robert Nutt and A M.
P. Mi.
Arr. 3.30
George Parker. Interment was in 8.00 Lv. Vinal Haven,
9.15 Arr. Rockland,
Lv. 2.15
the family lot at the local ceme
Read Up
111-tf
tery.

MODERN WOMEN

Need Not Suffer monthly pain and delay due to
colds, nervous strain, exposure or similar causes.
Chi-ehes-ters Diamond Brand Pills are effective,
reliable and give Quick Relief. Sold by
all druggists for over 50 years. Ask for

CHICHESTERS PILLS
*THI DIAMOND W (RAND* ,

Every-OtKer-DaV
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NEWS OF THE DAY

NEW BEARINGS SET ASTOUNDING RECORDS

LIDA O. CHAMPNEY
Correspondent

—AT— ’

CAMDEN

Page Fivb
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from the disagreeable symptoms of Round Worm
infestations have been attributed to Dr. True's
Elixir by enthusiastic parents who have given
their children the benefits of the double properties
of this esteemed family medicine. It is recom
mended as a laxative and to expel Round Worms

TeL 2229

Set your clocks back one hour be
fore retiring tonight.
GILBERT HARMON
Miss Mildred Graffam will be
Telephone, Camden 713
hostess to the Trytohelp Club Mon
day night at her home on Beau
Mrs. Ralph Satterlee has returned Church, Rev. Weston P. Holman, champ street.
from a two weeks vacation in Lex minister, public worship is at 10.30
Mrs. Everett Pitts, accompanied
with sermon by the pastor, subject,
ington, Mass.
by
her sisters Mrs. Ethel Spear and
Charles Hendricks Jr., who has “The Lure of Open Doors;" music
Mrs.
Edna Ingraham, and her
been specializing in cartooning at under the direction of A. F. Sher
cousin, Mrs. Myrtle Spear was in5
the Chicago School of Pine Arts, man. Bible classes and church
Is visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs school at 1145; classes for all aj.es; Augusta Tuesday on business.
Mrs. Mildred Rhodes, Mrs. Mary
let all parents encourage their
Charles Hendricks.
The woman's bowling teams will children to attend some church Priest with Mrs. M. J. Oxton and
school; happy hour service at 7 Mrs. J. F. Heal of West Rockport
begin their matches Sept. 29.
Mr. and Mrs. Hamilton K. Har o'clock; praise service with talk were among those who enjoyed a
ris and family, who have been oc by the pastor, subject: "The Regen picnic dinner Tuesday at the home
cupying the Forrest Young cottage erative Power of Love," soloist Mrs. of Mrs. Lizzie Burgess in Camden.
at Take Megunticook. have re Weston P. Holman. Church night
Miss Etta Cain is a medical pa
turned to their home in King of service in the vestry Thursday eve tient at Knox Hospital.
ning at 7.30. topic: “The Result of
Prussia, Penn.
Harbor Light Chapter OE.S. will
Mrs. Olive Young is enjoying a Vision.”
serve a harvest supper at Masonic
two weeks vacation from her cluties
“Reality" is the subject of the Hall on the night of Oct. 5.
at the G. W Achorn store. Site will Lesson-Sermon that will be read
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Butler and
visit in Medford. Mass., and with in churches of Christ, Scientist,
daughter Arlene went to Newton,
her niece in Bennington. Vt.
■Sept. 25.
Mass. Friday to spending the week
Mrs. Fred Crockett has been
The annual rummage sale of tlie end with his mother. Mrs. J. F. Ma- <
called out of town by the death
St. Thomas parish will be held at guire.
of her father. Leo Smith at North
the parish house Oct. 13 and 14.
Mrs. W K Staples of Searsport
Enfield.
On Sept. 27, the Camden Rotary was a visitor Thursday at the home
The Camden YM C.A. wilt hold
a fall membership campaign dur Club will meet at the Congrega of her son and daughter-in-law Mr
ing the week of Oct 3 through the tional parish house its usual winter,i and Mrs. Russell Staples.
quarters.
A crew from Central Maine Power
8
Mrs. Rollo Gardner is spending Co. was called Wednesday night to
Funeral services for Miss Cyn
thia M. Philbrook who died on Wed the week with her sister. Mrs. Clif remove several large locust trees
and one elm near the Whitmore
nesday at the age of 85 were held ton Redonette at Bristol.
at the Good Funeral Home at 2
Miss Hazel Witherspoon spent residence. Union street, which were
uprooted by the severe gale.
o'clock Friday afternoon. Ret. W. last week at Branch Lake.
The Copper Club was entertained
F Brown officiated. Miss Philbrook
Captain and Mrs. Murray Smith
is survived by her brother, Frank I have returned from Bar Harbor Thursday at the E. E. Ingraham
camp. Norton's Pond with Mrs.
Philbrook with whom she made where they spent the summer.
Marie Bisbee as hostess.
her home.
, Albert Witherspoon is very ill.
At the Baptist Church, W F
The Johnson Society met Wed
Fred Simpson has returned from
Brown, minister, Public worshin
nesday night at the home of Mrs
Neponset. Mass.
Sunday is at 11 o'clock with ser
Olive Whittier.
Nathaniel Talbot, Sr., is a medi
mon by the pastor; subject; "In
Mrs. Clarence Fish left Wednes
sured or Reassured." Music by the cal patient at the Camden Com day for Boston where she will spend
quartet; church school at 9 45; pas munity Hospital.
i a few days before going to WeyCharles F Dwinal was a business i mouth to visit her sister.
tor's Bible class at 10. The mid
week devotional fellowship Thurs caller in Augusta on Thursday.
Beginning on Sunday all church
Mr. and Mrs. George P. Carleton services will be held on standard
day evening at 7.30. The evening
service begins one week from Sun cf Springfield, are spending thc time with the evening services beweekend with Mrs. Carleton’s par j ginning at 7 instead of 7.30 as dur
day.
At Monument Square Methodist ents. Mr. and Mrs. Finley Calder. ing the summer. At the Baptist
I Church. J. W Hyssong. minister,

ASTONISHING
RECOVERIES/
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As collectrd by our correspondent,

Used for 86 Years •
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Dr.True’s Elixir
THE TRUE FAMILY LAXATIVE

AND

ROUND WORM EXPELLER

Isabelle are passing a week in New
Bedford. Mass.
Mrs. Jane Dow is visiting her
cousin. Mrs. Fannie Harper ln
Rockland.
MRS OSCAR C LAKE
Mrs. Martha Philbrook has
charge of closing the Bancroft
Correspondent
Camp. Her assistants are Mrs.
Annie Farrell, Mrs. David Mash.
Rev. Kenneth Cook will preach Mrs. Nina Perry and Mrs. Anna
both morning and the 7 o'clock Donahue.
service at Union Church. Special
Guests registered at “Ye Anchor
an'hems by the vested choir; Leola Inn” are Leroy A. Black. C. F.
Smith organist.
Vlelle, Howard B. Lee, iMr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. William Bissett ano Horace R. Whartenby of Collings
Robert Tibbetts returned Wednes wood. N. J„ and John Lewis of
day to Portland, having been guests Clementon. N J.
Mrs. Sylvia iDow is visiting rela
of Mr. Bissett's mother. Mrs. Mar
tives in Mt. Desert Island.
garet Bissett.
Mrs. Carrie Philbrook of Thomas
The Mother and Daughter Club
met Tuesday with Mrs. Abbie ton was a recent visitor at the home
of her son Mr. and Mrs. Chester
Hutchinson.
The Merry Twelve passed Wed Philbrook.
nesday at Ledge Lodge. A New ‘Earl Young left by auto for his
England boiled dinner was served. home in Haddonfield. N. J. He was
accompanied as far as New York
Mrs. Lora Hardison entertained
by John Speed who has been spend
the 4 A's Wednesday night.
ing the summer with his brother
Capt
Edward Greenleaf and Lincoln Speed here.
(1) Howard Hughes lands his plane in New York after record breaking flights surrounded by reporters, Meredith Trefrey left Wednesday for
Mrs. Constance MacPhail re
policemen and the "insiders” who were able to secure passes. Nearly 30,000 spectators were massed behind West Haven. Conn.
turned Monday after a week's visit
the outer barriers watching this epoch-making arrival. (2) Group of typical copper-lead bearings. This is the
Mr. and Mrs Edwin Maddocks in Cambridge, Mass.
type bearing used in the tractor which operated for 18,000 hours on a hard road grading schedule with
and
daughter Patricia returned to
Timber Hill opened Sept. 12 with
absolutely no attention to its engine bearings beyond ordinary lubrication. (3) Hercules Cletrac Diesel trac
North Weymouth Mass.. Thursday an attendance of 42 pupils. Those
tor on record breaking road building contract in Oregon.
Miss Grace Roberts returned to entering the sub-primary class are
MAZING endurance records story which is of intense Interest the world” in three days, 19 hours
which far exceed engineering in the technical world. The develop and 17 minutes and the tractor Quincy, Mass., Thursday, having Audrey Willis. Wanda Lee Wooddreams of but a few years ago are ment of the copper-lead bearing has which maintained a schedule of 11 been called here by illness of her lay, Elwood St. Clair, Sullivan
being established by the infalli been a material factor ln making ■ trips per hour over an eleven hun- mother, Mrs. Aura Roberts.
Reed, Bernard Raynes and Stephen
bility and greatly increased rugged- possible these long runs at top ! dred foot average haul on three 7Florine Greenleaf, who has been Dow. Pupils in the 8th grade are
hour
shifts
for
six
days
per
week
oess of Internal combustion en speed and full load. Bohn copperguest of Capt. and Mrs. Edward Murdoch Smith Neil Farrell, Byron
gines. Hughes famous flight around lead bearings were used in many of until it had completed 18,000 hours
the world in a fraction over three the vital parts ln the Hughes plane of work. Both are extreme exam Greenleaf, returned Thursday to Bray. Meniam Scammon. Jose
phine Buckminster. Mary Dyer.
days is an outstanding example. A Just as they were in the record ples of speed and endurance and , Portland.
road tractor which worked for breaking road tractor. The com both were equipped with the latest
Mr. and Mrs. A O Butler returned Oertrude St. Clair and Constance
18,000 hours without a single bear plete set of copper-lead bearings type heavy-duty Bohn copper-lead Friday to Rockland.
Ross.
ing replacement on an almost con used in the tractor engine which bearings. Earlier bearing materials
Mrs. Florence MacPhail returned
Mrs. Carrie Bennett has returned
tinuous 24-bour a day stretch ls an set the 18,000 hour mark'is shown could not possibly have withstood
recently
from a six weeks 'visit in
from
Boston.
the stresses Involved in a continu
above.
other example.
Prince Edward Island.
There is much ln common be ous wide open throttle run of this
P^ck of these spectacular
Those W’ho attended the funeral
At the Grange meeting Monday
ac:
—'puts la an engineering tween the flight of Hughes "around kind.
services Wednesday of Mrs. Zenas
night it was voted to meet every
services will be: Preaching at 10
Burgess at North Haven were Mr
a m. with sermon subject "Enoch.".
and Mrs. Carl Ames, Mr. and Mrs. Monday night at 7 30.
MINTURN
Students from the village resum
the second sermon in the present
Emil Coombs and son Elmer. Mr
Mr. and Mrs. Burleigh Staples
series; church school at 12; Young
and Mrs. Harvard Burgess and ing their studies at Rockland High
■ People's meeting at 6 o'clock. Miss and daughter Verna, Mr and Mrs.
family. Porter Lawry and Charles are Alvin Perry. Wilbert White,
Barbara 8mith. Ruth Foster. Doro
Abner
Sadler
and
daughter
June
I
Norton.
Lillian Whitney, leader; Gospel
thy Maddock?, Warner St. Clair,
service at 7. sermon "Gur Spiritual and Dr. George Shurtlifl spent
Mrs. Roy Gross and daughter
Perry
Margeson and William Buck
Saturday
in
Bangor.
! Regina have been guests the past
Blessings.”
minster.
Frederick Ranquist left Friday
At the Methodist Church tomor
week of Mrs. Florence Gross.
The Farm Bureau meeting to be
row church school is at 10 for Rockland where he will attend
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Bennett, who
held
Sept. 28 has been cancelled.
High
School.
o'clock; worship and sermon at 11;
have been at Heron Neck Light the
Solicitors elected to the membership
Mrs. Leona Stanley who has been I
Epworth League at 6 p. m. led by
past two weeks, returned home
campaign of the Knox-Lincoln
j the president. Hie evening worship visiting her sister, Mrs. Frank
Wednesday.
Farm Bureau are Mrs. Nellie Reed,
•
•
•
t
Sprague,
has
returned
to
Searsport.
!
I service at 7 will be a hymn service
Mrs. Constance MacPhail. Mrs.
Mrs. Hattie A. Hopkins
featuring several Rcdeheaver hymns
Mrs. Hazel Firth has returned to
Alice Woodman, Miss Ella Mad
Hattie A. Hopkins died Sept. 20 docks. Mrs. Margaret Margeson
Music by the choir at the 11 o'clock her home at Rockland after visit
! and 7 services. Services will be on ing her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Nel
at her home in Augusta. She was
Residents of Ash Point and Ingra
I standard time. An important meet- son Sprague for a few weeks.
born at Vinal Haven. Dec. 7. 1864. ham Hill interested ln Joining the
I ing of the trustees will follow the 11 j Mrs. Laural Bridges and Miss
daughter of Franklin and Lorinda Bureau will be welcomed.
! o'clock service.
Mae Bridges spent a few days re
M Smith. Mrs Hopkins formerly
Prof, and Mrs. Olaf M. Brauner. centiy at Blue Hill.
of
Vinal Haven had made her
north haven
John Nesbitt, star of “The Passing Parade,” shown with tome good daughter Inga, son Erik, who have
Mrs. Fritz Johnson and son
reasons blondes are scarce in Hollywood radio studios.
home the past 17 years in Augusta,
been summering at Prospect Harbor, Franklyn are visiting friends at j
with her daughter. Miss Floyde The Baptist Sunday School with
Hollywood, Calif. — Blond ac employer of innumerable actresses { were guests Tuesday and Wednes Clark Island and Rockland.
Hopkins,
by whom she is survived. Julia Beverage, superintendent, will
tresses, thicker along Hollywood on his shows, agrees that the fair day of Mr. and Mrs. H. O. Heistad.
Mrs. William Turner and sons
and Vine than freckles along a haired beauties are most remark on the way to their home in Ithaca.
Other survivors are two sisters. Mrs.
Theodore
and
William
have
arrived
hold its opening session Sunday
farm boy's nose, have lost a sharp able for their absence.
Lillie F. Julian of Stony Creek,
N. Y. Prof. Brauner is head of th? home after spending a few weeks
"Possibly it's because their more
decision in their perennial battle
Grapes — this nation's
Conn., and Mrs. A. O. Butler of at 10 a. m. There are classes for
Department of Pine Arts at Cornell with Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Brown
with the movie -capital brunettes. volatile natures don’t fit them for
favorit. flavor—are rips
Although there is no noticeable broadcasting,” he says. "Blondes University and an artist of renown.
Rockland; also by four nieces and young and old Worship will be
for spreads. Trailerites
of Vinal Haven.
drop in the coast sales of peroxide, have never been noted for their
• • • •
three
nephews.
at 11 with sermon "Neglect and the
may
capture
the
delicious
Mrs. Eugene Sprague who has
still the fairhaired beauties have even temperaments and radio de
Mrs. Hopkins was a member of Price We Pay" by the pastor. Rev.
Ernest Thomas
been remarkably unsuccessful in mands a tremendous patience and
been visiting Mrs. Emma Sellars fruit along the way and
turn it into perfect jams
Union Church of this town; also a
making the grade as radio ac exactitude."
Word was received Friday of the at Stonington, has returned home.
H F. Huse.
and jellies.
Nesbitt himself admits that he
tresses. Their brunette sisters out
Past Ncble Orand of Ocean Bound
death on Thursday at Miami of a
• • • •
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Vincent
Bridges
are
casts brunettes in favor of blondes
number them fifty to one.
Rebekah Lodge. For many years
former Rockport
boy, Ernest the parents of a daughter. Sheila
OME'S where the homemade add bottled fruit pectin, stirring
John Nesbitt, star of "The Pass on his programs. "Blondes are
Mrs. Leona Burgess
she was an active member of L.
jelly is! Mr. and Mrs. John W. constantly. Then bring to a full
ing Parade," topnotch program ori lovely creatures,”
he
explains,
Thomas, aged 50 yrs. 5 mo. Al ' Mae. born Sept. 19. Mrs. Bridges
boil and boil hard >4 minute.
Taken 111 with a heart attack
Frazer may live permanently in rolling
a
ginating each Sunday evening from "and very talented. That's just the
Carver
Relief
Corps
Funeral
serv

though relatives here knew that he is fit the Hutchinson Home at
trailer, but they store away dozens Remove from fire, skim, pour
the West Coast studios of CBS. and trouble. They distract the actors,”
ices were held Thursday at the home late Sunday night. Leona M. (Mills)
was in failing health, the news of ’ Stonington.
of glasses of delicious fruit spreads quickly Paraffin hot Jelly at once.
his death came as a great shock to
MLss Hazel Bridges has been the to tell thc story of their travels in Makes about tl glasses (6 fluid of her niece, Mrs. Allston Roberts wife of Zenas C. Burgess died Mon
south, east, and west. Mr. ounces each).
of this town, where she was taken day at her home. Mrs Burgess
them.
guest of Mrs. Warren Staples for a north,
Spiced Ripe Grape Jam with
Frazer, says his wife, shows his real
for burial. Rev. Kenneth Cook, was born in Vinal Haven Oct. 29.
Mr. Thomas was the youngest son i few days.
Brazil Nuts
appreciation of her cooking art by
pastor of Union Church, officiated.
5‘4 cups <24< lbs.I prepared fruit
of the late John and Mercy Thomas.
Mrs. Lester Kent and son Lester eating a whole glass of Jelly at a
1870 and lived in that town until
7 cups i3 lbs I sugar
There were beautiful floral tributes
single meal!
1 box powdered fruit pectin
BOLT two out of every three dollars paid out by life in The early part of his life was spent Jr. have returned from Rockland
1 cup sliced Brazil nuts
about
five years ago when she
Trailer homemakers are enthusi
from friends and neighbors; also
To prepare fruit, slip skins from
astic members of the Jelly Making
surance companies last year went to living policyholders, in Rockport, the place of his birth. where they have been spending a
moved
here
to occupy a new home
relatives
in
both
Vinal
Haven
and
Club—modern, short-boil recipes are about 3 pounds fully ripe grapes
according to a statement made today by the National Commit He later went to Massachusetts few days.
Augusta.
Interment
was
in
Ocean
Add
1
cup
water
to
pulp,
bring
to
a
She
was
dearly
esteemed by both
a
wonderful
help
in
tiny,
compact
Miss
Lurla
Kent
has
returned
where he resided for a few years,
tee for Life Insurance Education.
kitchens. They turn out perfect pro boil, and simmer, covered, 5 min View cemetery. The bearers were
communities
as
she
made friends
to
her
studies
at
Rockland
High
and
then
went
to
Florida
where
he
"The $2,400,000,000 total disbursements,” said the com
ducts with delicious flavor, and how utes. Remove seeds by sieving Chop
Frank White, L. W. Lane, H. L. readily and radiated cheerfulness
1 School.
mittee in commenting on the 1937
lias since been employed.
they do save fuel! Recipes like these or grind skins; add to pulp. Add 1
payments of 315 American life In disabilities or economic trends, as
A group of friends met at the are recommended for anyone who teaspoon cinnamon, clove and all Coombs, Ernest Arey. Everett Libbv. and good fellowship.
Surviving relatives are the widow
surance companies, “were made pos the penny tosser was about whether
The remains were accompanied
home of Mr. and Mrs. John Stanley lives In a trailer, apartment, cot spice, or any desired combination of
For many years she was a mem
sible because thousands of people tails or heads would turn up. And and two children of Miami, three
tage. farm, castle, or just plain I spices, to prepared fruit. Slice
from
Augusta by her daughter ber of the Pleasant River Grange
recently
and
enjoyed
a
picnic
din

agreed that for a moderate, regular many thousands of the beneficiaries sisters. Mrs. Huse Richards, Mrs.
Brazil nuts very thin.
house:
Those from out of town to attend of Vinal Haven, and on making her
payment they would anticipate a and their dependents who received Roland Crockett of Rockport and ner. After dinner everyone gath
Measure sugar into dry dish, add
Ripe Grape Jelly
certain future event, such as eco the $960,000,000 disbursed by life
Brazil nuts and set aside until the services were Mr. and Mrs. A home in this place she became a
4
cups
<2
lbs
)
Juice
ered
around
the
organ
and
sang
Mrs. Sidney Andrews of West Rock
nomic retirement or death, at an insurance companies on policies of
7'4 cups IIV, lbs i sugar
needed Measure prepared fruit into
O. Butler of Rockland.
hymns while Mr.s. Lila Smith played
member of the Pythian Sisterhood.
44 bottle fruit pectin
uncertain future date.
a 5- to 6-quart kettle, filling up last
deceased owners were equally uncer- • port, one brother. Frank Thomas
In both groups she was active and
■
Those
present
were
Mrs.
Hannah
To prepare juice, stem about 3 cup or fraction of cup with water
of
Camden,
and
several
nieces
and
tain
about
the
death
of
their
bread

“The law of averages shows that
Dr. Rupert Stratton will be at his a highly esteemed member Be
pounds fully ripe grapes and crush if necessary; place over hottest fire
nephews. The body will be interred Stanley, Mrs. Nelson Sprague. Mis.
a penny tossed up 6,000 times will winners."
Add '<• cup water, bring Add powdered fruit pectin, mix
Life insurance companies, by
Vinal Haven office from the arrival sides her husband Mrs. Burgess is
turn heads up and tails up an equal
Hazel Firth, Mrs. Amanda Sprague. thoroughly.
at Miami.
to a boil, cover, and simmer 10 well, and continue stirring until
number of times, but the penny employing the law of averages, have
of the boat Monday afternoon, Sept survived by two sons. Harvard of
Mr.s.
Leona
Stanley.
Mr.s.
Lila
minutes. Place fruit in jelly cloth mixture comes to a hard boil. At
tosser never knows for a certainty been able to compile a series of sta
or bag and squeeze out juice. (Con once pour in sugar, stirring con 26, until its departure Wednesday Vinal
Smith and Mrs. Charlotte Staples.
Haven and Neal; three
on which toss the penny will turn tistics, known as mortality tables,
morning.—adv.
cord grapes give best color and stantly. (To reduce foaming, >4
which show with certainty when
daughters. Mrs. Winnie Ames and
up heads or tails.
flavor. If Malagas or oihcr tight- teaspoon butter may be added.)
great groups of people—not indi
Mrs. Lucy Coombs of Vlnal Haven
"The thousands of people who viduals—will die. It is these mortal
skinned grapes are used, use 314 Continue stirring, bring to a full
CLARK ISLAND
bought insurance know tor a cer ity tables which furnish the certain
OWLS HEAD
cups grape juice, and add strained rolling boil, and boil hard 1 minute
and Mrs. Lena Stone; and nine
For a Limited Time Only
tainty that some day they must guides by which the life insurance
juice of 2 medium lemons.)
Remove from fire, skim, pour quick
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Davis and
grandchildren.
retire, but they are uncertain about companies are able to put price tags
Measure sugar and juice into
Paraffin hot jam at once. Makes
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Jones of Funeral services were held Wed
daughter Gertrude and Mrs. Rod-1 large saucepan and mix. Bring to a ly.
the day they must retire or if such on the policies they offer you.
about 12 glasses (6 fluid ounces
Raynham Center. Mass., are at nesday in the Island Church.
ney Davis, all of Port Clyde, spent
retirement will be Interfered with
boil over hottest fire and at once each)
by a certain, but unforseen, death.
Holiday Beach for a Week.
Life Insurance companies from
Friday evening at Mr. and Mrs.
Flowers were beautiful. Burial was
It is the uncertainty, for indi 1930 to 1937, inclusive, paid out to
Charles Butler's; also H. M. An his leg. Jessie Williams of this ' Blomberg. Mrs. Henry Carlson,
Mrs. Samuel Russell and daugh in the Mills cemetery in Vinal
viduals, about such matters as re policy owners or their beneficiaries
drews of Nortons Island was guest I place is down there caring for him. Mrs. Goldie Putansu. Mrs Julia ter Ruth have closed their cottage Haven. The bearers were her sons
tirement and death that makes in $21,026,058,860. Last year was the
surance necessary.
It is the smallest for such payments for this
there Sunday.
i Mrs. Erickson is employed on Mc Johnson. Mrs. E. Stean. Mrs. Eva "Peace Haven," Mrs. Russell going Harvard and Neal. Clarence Stone
A clean smooth sheet, for busi
certainty, through carefully gath period, amounting to $2,400,000,000,
Frances
Caven,
Harriett
John

ness—for school—for typewriter.
Swanson, and Mrs. Mary Baum to Boston and Miss Russell return and Earl Ames
Gee Island.
ered statistics, about the retire! lent according to the National Commit
son and Arlene Morrison spent last
ing to her duties at Pine Manor
and death of thousands of individ tee for Life Insurance Education,
Mrs. Evelyn Johnson and son have employment ln pants factory College. Wellesley, iMass.
Sunday with their teacher Mrs.
MARTINSVILLE
uals that makes insurance rossible while 1932 was the largest of these
of
Thomaston.
and safe.
seven years, with payments total
Margaret Simmons of Martinsville. Franklin of Swans Island were re
Mr.s. Della Webb and daughter
Mrs.
Charles
Rowland
is
spending
"Payment of $1,400,000,000, or ling $3,087,013,687.
for 500 sheet package
Sunday morning in the Baptist
The schools here had Wednesday cent guests of Mr. and Mrs. Hen the week with her daughter Mrs. Rachel are occupying the Burd's
around 60 per cent of the $2,400,Church at 10.30. Rev. H. I. Holt
afternoon off for St. George Grange ning Johnson and Mr. and Mrs Emma Kinney of St. George.
Nest
for
a
week
before
returning
to
We
Do
Not
Break
Packages
000,000 ot total disbursements, to
Payments of American life Insur
! Carl Swanson.
of Rockport will conduct the service.
fair.
New York.
living policyholders proves that you ance companies to policy owners or
Mail Orders Filled—15c Extra
don't ‘have to die to win' with life their beneficiaries from 1930 to
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond McLeod
Mrs. James Felt of Thomaston
Mr. and (Mrs. Lloyd Kempton, Sunday school will convene at 11.30,
Insurance. Nevertheless many of the 1937 inclusive totaled $21,026,058,of Thomaston are building a camp and Mrs. Raymond McLeod of
proprietors of Owl's Head Inn, have The evening service will be at 7 wtth
living policyholders who received 860, or nearly twice as much as
I Thomaston recently spent a day
at
the
Eldridge
Beach.
returned to their home in Shrews Mr Holt leading. The weekly
portions of the $1,400,000,000 were war debts owed and In default by
ROCKLAND, MAINE
William Erickson of Long Cove J with Elizabeth Monaghan.
as uncertain about the date of their all European countries to the
bury after a very successful season. prayer service will be held Wednes
'I
iretlrement, either through physical United States.
Mrs. Mary Carlson, Mrs. Vedie
met with an accident of breaking
Mrs. Arthur Bain and daughter day at 7 p. m.

No Blondes for John Nesbitt

VINALHAVEN
★★★★

A

“Trailer-Made” Jams and Jellies

With Three Reasons Why Not

Wherever Ripe Grapes are Found!

H

YOUR LIFE INSURANCE

A

SPECIAL OFFER!

500 Sheets 81/2xll
Yellow Second
Sheet

Only 37c

The Courier-Gazette

READ THE ADS

t
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THOMASTON
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WATTS HALL

JESSIE M. STEWART
Correspondent

TUESDAY. SEPT. 27

★★

TeL 149-13

THOMASTON

Hawaiian Buckaroos
with

Smith Ballew

WARREN
★★★★

Every-OtKer-Day

—By THE COURIER-GAZETTE

“POEMS OF PROFIT”

ALENA L. 6TAKRETT
Correspondent
TeL 49

Also Walt Disney's Academy
Award Review

Niven C. Crawford. W. H. Robin
son, John Connell and Ocar E.
Starrett attended the Masonic
Show 7.30.
Admission 15e, 25c
115*lt School of Instruction at Thomaston
____________
Thursday night.
Thc*Warren fire department was
called Tuesday morning to rescue a
cat that had fallen into an unused
From Escrow of $2,000,000 well at the Dillaway homestead
Impounded On Federal farm.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hysler re
Control of Milk Prices
turned home Tuesday from Roches
A survey of the dairy industry ter. N. H . where they had been
guests since Sunday of Mr. and Mrs.
of Maine to determine how thc buy
Fred Cookson. Mr. Hysler's store,
ing power of dairy farmers has been
during his absence, was kept open decided on class pins for its mem
affected by the operation of Fed by Mrs. Corinne Perkins.
♦
_______________
4
bers.
♦
eral Control of milk prices is be
Advertisement* ln this column not
Twenty-six members of Goodwill
EASTERN STANDARD TIME
The Freshman reception at Glover
4
to exceed three llnee Inserted once for ♦
ing made by Harold Cabot & Co. Grange Circle met Wednesday with hall Friday night of last week was
25 cent*, three time* for 50 cent*. Ad
Effective Sept. 25, 1938
Fall and Winter Schedule
ditional
lines
flve
cent*
each
for
one
The Freshmen
SMALL furnished house to let st
of Boston. The principal purpose Mrs. Mabel Mills. Mrs. Charles very successful.
time 10 cents for three time*. Six
Spruce Head near salt water; new
Mail Closes
Leaves Office
Leave* Station small words to a llna
Copeland.
Mrs.
Charles
Maxey.
Mrs.
proved
to
be
very
good
sports, and IHpailures
of the sune>' is to find out how
grragc. Ideal lor cottage, through fall
7.30
A
M.
8.00
A.
M.
Dailv
7.40 A. M.
Oscar Copeland. Mrs. .Kenneth a good time was had by all There Train No. 52 .......
months or as veir-around home: rent
1 20 P. M. Fxccpt
1.30 P. M.
2.C0 P. M.
Train No. 54 ........
guests were Mrs. Grafton. Mrs much of the money new held in Fales. Mrs Rose Marshall. Mrs. Walreasonable CALL 793-W.
106-tf
was a large attendance and games Train No. 56 ............ . ...... 422® P. M. Sunday
4.:»o P.M
5.00 P.M
Warren Knights. Mrs. Edgar Ames, i escrow in the Federal District Court1 ter Leavitt. Mrs. Levi Bucklin. Mrs
and dancing followed the fresh
► ♦ St
2.40 P. M.
2.10 P. M
Mrs. Forrest Stone. Miss Dorothy jn Boston will come back to Maine Oliver Libby. Mrs. R . E. Cutting. Miss men's stunts. Refreshments were Train No. 776 Sunday only 2.00 P.M.
Starrett. Miss Jane Miller. Miss on the conclusion of the cases now I Ella Simmons. Mrs. Ada Spear. Mrs.
served.
Mildred Demmons. Mrs. Aaron before the courts
Arrivals:
MIDDLE aged woman wanted for
Elmer Overlock, Mrs. Milton Robincompanion tor woman alone: good
4.45 A.M.
Truck arrives at P. O............
Clark. Miss Ethel Upham. Mrs
wages. 666
666 BLAKE
BLAKE Bf
son. Miss Cora Robinson. Mrs Mar10.25
A.
M.
dailv
except
Sunday
home;
low wages
BLOCK
PAT
HARRISON
SAYS
Train No. 55 arrives at depot
THREE furnished rooms to let. heat
The escrow funo now amounts
1115* It
Horace Keizer and Miss Belle
2.50 P. M.
1y
j ‘.ha Kalloch, Mrs. Isa Teague. Miss
Train No. 57 arrives at depot
ed. eas stove, bath and garage at 136
PATIENTS
wanted
at
Rest
Coates. Beano was played with I to nearly $2.000 000. It is
Haven
TALBOT
AVE Kent reasonable. 115-tf
Olive Teague. Miss Harriet Hahn. Democratic Chairman of Finance
Convalescent Home
EVA AMES 105
Train No. 775 arrives at depot 955 A. M. Sunday only.
Mrs. Knights and Mrs. Ames win "equalization money" which
Llmerock
St..
Rockland,
Tel.
1293
I
THREE
completely modern centrally
Committee To Seek Expense Re
Miss Susie Hahn. Mrs. Bertha Love115*117 i located apartments to let including
ners. The refreshments were pre ordered impounded by the court ; joy. Mrs. Mina Rines. Mrs A. T.
duction
--------------------------------------------------------- perpetual hot water supply, central
Mail Closes
Rcckville Stage
Mail Arrives ,
OLD goblets, plates, anything ln heating plant, newly renovated
One
ceded by a miscellaneous shower as the result of tlie suits brought Norwood, Miss Bertha Storer. Mrs.
-------|
7.15 A. M. daily except Sunday |
ANNA apt furnished Apply SI16BY FLOW12.00 P. M.
Pat
Harrison
of
Mississippi
for Mrs. Grafton.
L
GORDON,
city,
Tel
1184-J
_________
113-,115
ER
SHOP.
Tel.
318-W
or
318-R,
city.
against 31 Boston dealers for failure Edna McInt>Te and Mrs NeIlle
i
115-117
BOYS and Olrls wanted to sell New
_____
The Garden Club held tan inter
1 Reever. The time was spent in sew- chairman of the powerful finance Camden A Rorkland
Mail Closes
Mail Arrives
York World's Fair Needle Books
A , FIVE-room first floor tenement to
to
comply
with
the
provisions
of
ing
for
the
Grange
[gir
&t
5.30 A.M.
esting meeting Thursday night at
7.30 A. M.
Daily
quick seller Write us today We trust VJ'a.HS™
earagc' *12
committee of the United States
you until goods are sold. Send name MAVERICK. ST.___________________ ns 117
10.00 A. M.
1.15 P. M.
Except
tlie Levensaler House Mrs. Edward the Federal Milk Marketing Order. Orange. South Warren. Oct. 5. Picand
address
to
MILLERS
NOVELTY
MODERN
apartment
to let garage.
Senate, declares that he will seek
2.30 P. M.
4.30 P. M.
Sunday
Hellier spoke on "Birds and their Pending the time when tiie courts nic lunch was served,
WORKS Burkettville
113*115 adults only. 120 MAIN ST.. Thomaston
Sunday
2.00 P. M.
10.00 A. M.
to
reduce
governmental
spending
in
114*116
Migrations.” Mrs. Fred Overlock decide to whom this money belongs. ( Randolph Henderson, quartermas
POSITION, as allround cook. H T
NEWLY furnished apartment. In
70-tf
PERRY. 44 Gay 8t.. city
read two appropriate poems. Mrs. it will be in the hands of the courts ter on the yacht "Frirenze." who is the next session of Congress. “No
quire 19 WILLOW ST
I- . 121K-W
Mail Closes
Mail Arrives
WATCHMAKER- Repairing watches. |
113*115
R. O. Elliot served refreshments in and will be removed from circula spending a month s leave in Thom government can long continue to Dark Harbor
10.00 A. M.
1.15 P. M. daily except Sunday clocks, antiques all kinds. Call and
APARTMENT completely furnished,
which herbs were used.
Tlie next tion. The survey now being made | aston. was guest Thursday of his live beyond its means of support
deliver. S ARTHUR MACOMBER 23 garage
light*, water. $16 month
122
Amesbury £t., Rockland. Tel. 958-J
113-115
meeting will be held in three weeks, by the Cabot Company will show mother. Mrs Grace Henderson.
Mail Closes
Mail Arrives
105-t* CAMDEN ST
and maintain its credit and In
HOUSE on Fulton St . to let; bath;
Tuesday
daily except Sundays
the time and place to be announced. how much of this money will be re- * "The Quest For Satisfaction" will
cellar; shed; $20 month, water paid.
tegrity," says Harrison.
ThursdayTel
1017-J or 313-M. HERBERT BAR
Mrs. Lawrence Dunn and Miss turned to Maine and how much will be the sermon topic Sunday morn
Saturday
TER
101-tf
1
While making it clear that he fa
Hattie Dunn entertained at lunch go out of the state in case the ing at the Congregational Church
7.00 A. M
Matinicus
3.30 P. M.
TENEMENTS to let. large and small.
vors
proper,
appropriations
for
re

Criehaven
eon and cards Wednesday at the equalization plan is declared legal. by the pastor Rev. L. Clark French
Apply C M BLAKE, wallpaper store.
662 Main St . city.
112-tf
(Nov. 1 Tuesday and Friday 1
Knox Hotel. The guests were: Mrs.
About 157, of the escrow fund
Harold Marr was home from th? lief purposes. Senator Harrison de
UPSTAIRS apt with bath to let. In
Roscoe Hupper. Mrs. James Creigh has been paid in by dealers on Camden C.C.C. Camp for last week- clares that there are thousands on
111-tf
LAYING pullets for sale J. O 1HAN- quire 12 KNOX ST. Tel. 156-W
Mail Closes Mail Arrives
DER, Rockville St . Rockport
115*117
UNFURNISHED and furnished apts
ton. Mrs. Frank Elliot. Miss Anna their purchases of milk in Maine. enc)
the WPA rolls who have no business Ash Point
11.30 A.M
USED cars and trucks: '37 Pontiac j *° let. 25 NORTH MAIN ST., Tel. 886-M.
10.30 A.M. daily except Sunday
Dillingham. Mrs. Arthur Elliot. Mrs I 6omc part of this will be paid to
1
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Wvllie. ac- there, and he says there are “too Owl's Head
2-door (2). '37 Packard 4-door. 35 _________________________________ 109-tf
Robert Wal^i. Miss Margaret Jor Maine farmers whichever side wins
K„ «,
.
_ , many people to America who think
Chevrolet 4-door sedan. '35 Ford Coach
THREE-room furnished apartment to
_
companied by Mr. and Mrs. Fred
South Thomaston
32 Pontiac coach. '36 V-8 Pick-up '34 let. 57 CRESENT ST
106-tf
dan. Mrs. R. O. Elliot Miss Ardelle the case. The survey which is be- Wy,Ue
tWs morning (S>
the government exists just to tak" Spruce Head
11.30 A. M.
10.00 A. M. daily except Sunday Lw B Chevrolet Cash terms or trade
TWO rooms with bath to let. heat,
HENRY
K AliLEN. Tenants Harbor
Maxey, Mrs. Lionel Jealous. Miss tog made will show how much of fQr MansfleW Ma?s
a[tcnd thp care of them."
Clark Island
115*117 lights, water: $5 week V F STUDLEY.
283 Main St.. Te! 1154 or 330.
108-tf
Annie Sargent. Mrs. F. B Gilchrest. the escrow money arose from the •
annly
observance of thc
It is regarded as significant that
CANARIES for sale, guaranteed singrlmenl lo
MODERN „,
apartment
to let. UVEK
OVER-.
Mrs. Lee Walker. Mrs. Charles purchases ol these dealers made hi Firs. Baptlst Church in that town, ] Senator Harrison made no mention
Mail Closes
Mail Arrives
«„3h™niM8;T ^S BEAEE 6 Cr^; NtSS
SARKESIAN.
157 Talbot Ave.
ESS SARr
---------Singer. Mrs. Helen Smith and Mrs. Maine and what they have pledged Qf whkh aH
9.30 A. M. daily except Sunday St . Camden.
1280 P. M.
107*109-tf
of further appropriations for pump- Vinal Haven ......
llb'tl Tel, 568-W
chpster
_
STORE, fully equipped with fixtur' .
William Flint. There were three themselves to pay to Maine farmers
priming purposes. The funds ap Ncrth Haven
C.I ENWOOD range living room stove also three room apartment ln reartables of contract. Prizes were won when the money Ls finally released mmbcrs Wh.fe jn Mansfle,d they propriated to this connection at the Stonington
wood stove, buffet. dining room table toilet. lights, water, shed and small
three
dining room chairs, two kitchen cellar, both completely furnished. Two
by Mrs. Lee Walker. Mrs. Arthur The escrow fund is increasing with will be guests of Mr. and Mrs Wes last session of Congress will remain Isle au Haut
chairs, dressing case, couch bed for eight foot plate glass windows. Fine
Lokuut
sale
TEI, 369-J or 13 Traverse Rt
each
successive
month
that
Fed

Elliot and Mrs. William Flint. Mrs.
place for large nr small business, at S6
,
1.20 P. M
9 30 A.M. daily except Sunday
ley Cook. Chester Wyllie will be available only until June 30. 1939.
115-117 week V F STUDLEY. 283 Main St .
Robert Walsh was the winner in eral control Is in effect in Boston, soloist Sunday morning at th? First which marks the end of the pres Atlantic
Tel
1154 or 330
101-tf
Frenrhboro
STANDING hard wood In the Hog
but the survey will cover only the
Anagrams.
for sale PHILIP TOLMAN. 21 Talbot
LARGE pleasant room to let with
, ..
Baptist Church his number "Open ent fiscal year. The Works and Re Minturn
Ave_______________ _____________ H £118 lavatory, hath on same floor. Centrally
Trmplc. by
Tlie Friendly Club meeting Wed first 12 months of operation of the ,he Oa(e£
lief Act further provides that no Swan's Island
located Write "R H B." care Tlie Cou
'29 NASH coupe for sale.
E H rier-Gazette
Federal
Order,
from
Aug.
1.
1937
to
105-tf
nesday night at Mrs. John Till
He also is listed as soloist for the funds
appropriated thereunder
WELLMAN. Mountain St . Camden
C'crridor
Open
Sunday
10
A.
M.
to
2
P.
M.
1938
FIVE-room apartment to let. ALICE
114*116
i 'j'ucsday night 100th anniversary shall be allotted for any project
son's was small on account of thc July 31. i»oo.
FULLER 25 Linden St.. Tel. 106-.I 105-tf
I" announce the pw^
the, banquct
NEW snd used Johnson outboard
storm. There were 12 members
which cannot be substantially ac
ROOMS to let Applv at MRS. FLORA
motors for sale, also boat snd yacht
WALT
DISNEY
(
HAR
M
TERS
105-tf
a . sai
rooms connected with the church, complished prior to June 30. 1940.
present. Thc Club decided to en survey Haro
supplies- A L- ANDERSON, Camden. COLLIN6. 15 Grove St
Tel 464
92-S-tf
ness
interests
of
Maine
wil
be
hls
>(>ction
8rhubcrt
.
s
,.
Serenade?
FOUR room apartment to let. all
tertain the Junior Choir at their
Thinking people throughout the Are To Be Featured By Lending
Apply at CAMDEN and
BEAUTY parlor equipment for sale modern
this
selection he will have country, regardless of party, have
next meeting, Oct. 5. in the Congre greatly affected by t c u imi.c
Write "A B.C ." P O Box 147. Camden ROCKLAND WATER CO . Tel. 631
Maine Baker—Nissen Salesman
distribution
of
this
money
as
the
as
accWnpanist
Mrs
WylUe
_______________
114*116
105-t
gational vestry. The Committees
long sipce come to the conclusion
Told
BEAVER eoat for salo. size 16. finest
manner
of
distribution
will
materi

appointed were: Entertainment. ally affect the purchasing power of
quality, worn only one season, owner
Wenda11
r'>turned Wednes- that lump-sum appropriations, to
At a sales meeting held last night
winters ln Florida
Write "FUR
Mrs Edith Richards. Mrs. Josephine farmers to the State of Maine. It day to Marlboro. Mass after being be expended at the discretion of the
$1000—$500 DOWN
COAT' care Courier-Gazette
114*116
in the Nissen's Baking Company
Stone, and Rev. Mr. Leach. Re
USED CARS 1937 Chrvsler Royal 4will be of much concern to business ;'lest
a
Mr. and Executive Department of govern plant to Portland, at which all local
Buys a
door Tour Sedan. 4650; 1936 Plymouth
freshments. Miss Nellie Gardner. interests of the state if large M«. Parker McKellar and Miss ment, constitute an unmitigated
j
De
Luxe
2-door
Tour
Sedan.
$445;
Nissen salesmen were present, the i Twelve billion quarts of
44 ACRE FARM
Mrs. P. R. Greenleaf. Miss Helen
fluid : 1935 Plymouth De Luxe 4-door Sedan,
evil. The lump-sum plan destroys
amounts cf money, which would be "na
oggs.
new merchandising plan for Snow milk are consumed to the United
Buildings,
Tools, all equipped,
Studley and Mrs. Earle Risteen
^vrofct
4°do^
due Maine farmers under normal
Mra- Isa Teague recently lost one the independence of members of White and the Seven Dwarfs Bread
some Furniture
™
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Dunn and conditions, go out of the state as the of her Pair of horses,
Congress, because it compels them was introduced by Philip W. Rich-; States yearly, says a recent report,
Four miles from Main Street in
Miss Hattie Dunn entertained Mr. result of thc operation of the Feda « • a
' Chrysler-Plymouth.________________ 114-115
Mrs. Helen Maxey has a McGregor to go. hat to hand, to the Executive ardson. sales manager, and an out-'
Rorkland
FORD a ton truck. ’92'(, for -ale.
and Mrs W. O Brown of St. Peters eral Order.'’
I rose busb which has one flower in Department to get an equitable al line of the plan was discussed by
This is the L. R. Brewster Farm
Thc water in which vegetables also cow and heifer; guns and rifles
burg Fla., for the day Thursday.
.
W...
CHARLES ERICKSON,
Before drawing final conclusions bloom and 18 buds. The rose Is a lotment of funds for their respective John J. Nissen, head of the organ- are cooked usually
»'J1 n trade <>8 Warren.
TEL. THOMASTON 62
usually contains
contains valuvalU-jRFD.No
113*115
Mrs. Annie T. Sargent who has as to the effect of Federal Control bright red. and bloomed profusely states or districts, as the case may
lzatlon and Bruno Peterson, gen- J able minerals and helps to make HORSE sled, light driving wagon,
been visiting her daughter Mrs of Boston milk prices on Maine as a in thc summer.
J. B. PAULSEN
sleigh, some harnesses, two coffee mills,
be
eral manager.
nourishing soups.
two chests of carpenters tools, all In
110-lt
Lionel F Jealous and Mr. Jealous, whole, thc Cabot Company will sub
With the people back home
Officers for th? coming year will
H. C. Bamberger, representing
good repair Will trade for good hard
returned Thursday to Leicester, mit its data to thc State Depart- be elected Monday night at Mystic clamoring for larger and larger
wood sawed
Also French Barometer,
Walt Disney Enterprises, told the
very old hand carved frame
H. F.
Mass.
handouts from the Federal treas assembled salesmen the story of
Investigators are marking up an KALLOCH & CO.. Tenants Harbor
ment of Agriculture and the Maine Rebekah Lodge.
WE BUT
113-115
Mrs. Stanley McGowan returns Extension service, for comment and
Warren Grange will work the first ury. regardless of the mounting Walt Disney's rise from a $200 a other use for soybeans. As a
FARM. 65 acres for sale. 25 tons of
today from Portland wheac she has approval. The data so far as in-, anti second degrees on two candi flgues of the public debt, this places month cartoonist to an artist of spreader in sprays used for the con
hay in barn; one Empire milking ma
AND SILVER
been visiting .for a few days.
chine;
1-horse pow’er General Electric
dates
ncxti
Tuesday
night
a
strain
upon
democratic
institu

trol
of
insects
and
plant
diseayes.
dividual localities are concerned
the first order, honored with Un.motor; one barren churn, one 11-tube
Clarence E. Daniels
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver B. Libby en tions. which if allowed to go un versity degrees and showered with s°y,)earl flour appears to aid in radio; one 3-star B flat cornet All at
will be released from time to time.
JEWELER
In thc Churches
tertained Tuesday night at a dinner checked. cannot fall to have the the critics praise for his immortal distributing the spray evenly and a sacrifice price. See GEO E RTCH370 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
MAN. 31 Main St.. Thomaston 113-115
St. James Catholic Church: Mass
most disastrous effects. Viewed production of "Snow White and in increasing the time it will stay
LIVING room stove for sale good con
SOUTH THOMASTON party, the honor guests of which
at 9 a. m. Sunday.
were Mrs. Alice Robbins and Char'.?-, from every angle, the lump-sum the Seven Dwarfs."
dition. reasonable. TEL 709-R 113*115
on plants.
St. John's Church. 9.30 a m. Sun
NINE-tube Phllco console radio for
Mr and Mrs~Rid?ard Hodson . nd j 8mlth both °f Union, who were ob- appropriation evil should be regard
•
•
•
•
Nissen's join a long list of prom
sale, ln good condition. Cheap for
day, Holy Eucharist; 7.30 p. tn. son Spalding of Gorham were to'
their birthday anniversaries ed as Menace Number 1 of thc inent bakers, who with a num
cash. WALTER GRIFFIN. 9 Hall Ave
Stocks of storage butter in the
113*115
Evensong.
town over thc weekend.
I Prcsfnt *ere ‘be bosts and bonor United States—From thc National ber of the country's leading manu country on Sept. 1 reached a new
USED roll top desk; cheap
C A
Long Cove Church, St. George. 6
guests, Mrs. Ada Spear of South Grange Clip Sheet.
facturers are using these fascinat high record of 201.543.000 pounds, EMERY. 28 Pactftc St . city, Tel. 436-M
Mr. and Mrs. David Pollock and Warren Mrs Zena Nelson of Union
113-tf
p. m. Evensong.
ing characters to the delight of exceeding tlie previous peak by
Mrs Mary Young were visitors to and Mr and Mrg A T Norwood
SHOATS for sale
GLEASON HILL
Baptist Church: Bible School
SOUTHWEST HARBOR youngsters and oldsters alike. Few more than 26.000.000 according to FARM. Union. Tel 4-5
113*115
j warren village. Each honor guest
Fresh from the candy
Rally Day at 9.45; morning worship Portland last week.
people realize the extent to which 1 the government’s monthly report of Fi l l El? hardwood lor sale, dried
Miss
Marion
Watts
and
brother
.
received
several
gifts.
at 11, Rev. H. A Welch will supply
Mrs. Kenneth Woodward and these characters are used. They cold sStorage holdings made yester under cover. Tel. 9469-12. K W DEAN.
table to you
South Hope
111*116
«...
The anthem “Great is the Lord." Charles Watts Jr. were hosts Sat- ,
little daughter Florence who spent include items of merchandise in day by the Bureau of Agricultural hard coal for sale, also
High School Activities
(Wcoler). Incidental solo sung by urday night at a supper party hon
CAhontus soft coal; dr? fitted hard
the summer with Mrs. Woodward s the image of bearing the likeness
This Week’s Specials
Economics. The former high of j and junk wood. J. B PAUL.SEN. Thomoring Maurice Rackliffe. Other
Byron Knowlton.
(By Marion Wallacei
parents at the Homestead have re of Snow White and the Seven 175.476.000 pounds was on Sept. 1, aston. Tel 62
110-tf
Federated Church; Rally Day will guests were Mr. and Mrs. Allard
Mrs. Willis Vinal was greeted en- turned to their home at (Jonesport. Dwarfs including wearing apparel, 1933.
VERY good buys. Superior lumber:
Matched pine boards; novelty pine sid
be observed to the Sunday School Pierce. Elsie Rackliffe. Ralph Colby I thusiastically Sept. 16. when she Mrs. Woodward has resumed teach books toys, games, jewelry, station
ing; also best seasoned framing lumber
• • • •
at 9 45. Morning worship at 11. and Linwood Aylward.
and boards. JAMES Y. MESERVE. V
came to give our High School chorus ing in the grade schools.
ery. furniture radios, candy and
The sooner after picking an apple G.B . Jefferson, Tel. North Whitefield
Sermon. “Why Go To Church To
Joseph Norton of Brighton. Mass, its first singing instructions in two
Mrs. Harry Robbins is again now. Bread!
15-23
107-11.
day?" and the anthem “Hear the and Mrs. Edith Pierson of Wollas years. She has made plans for fo’’r teaching at Center as she has for
Baked by the John J Nissen Bak reaches cool storage temperature, WHITE Mountain refrigerator Ice
large size, fine condition. 1EL
Call Ringing" (Adams). Epworth ton. Mass, were ln town a few days part singing.
several years.
ing Company of Portland, the new the longer it Ls likely to keep. De box.
186-R , 64 Summer St., city.
League at 6. Evening service at 7 this week.
Mrs. Aurelia Bray of Rockland loaf Ls attractively packaged in a lay between orchard and cool stor
Russell Smith and Arthur Wotton
•‘Vision and Obedience."
A school of $pa bass has appeared have completed the work of setting who has been the guest of Mr. and moisture proof wax wrapper, bear age encourages soft rot and inter R
in the 'Keag River and quite a few the poles for ihe volley ball net. The Mrs. Fred Robbins returned to her ing the likenesses of the famous nal breakdown. Apples that were 4
NORTH WALDOBORO fishermen have been lucky enough court Ls now in readiness for play home last Tuesday. Mrs. Bray was Walt Disney characters, Snow harvested ripe but not overripe, and ♦
to catch one. Floyd Rackliffe and both boys and girls began prac a neighbor of thc Robbins family White and thc Seven Dwarfs. handled gently so that they have no
Mrs. Winnie Sherman who has caught one weighing over four tice Thursday.
MLss Madeleine while they were at Heron Neck Named Nissen's Snow White Bread bruises and cuts, will keep best,
RELIABLE Spiritual Reading. Dally
been visiting Maud Mank returned
Guide. If requested. Questions an
e • • e
Haskell
will
make
up
a schedule by Light Station. Green's Island.
it embodies all recent improvements
pounds.
swered.
25c and stamp. GEO JONES.
to her home in Waldoboro Thurs
which the classes will play a 27
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Maslou are to bakery technique insuring an
113*115
September is the month when or- Dlxmont, Me
George Kittridge whose leave
game
series
with
each
other.
occupying the little white house of even, smooth texture and a de- chardists should ascertain whether
day.
WE are prepared to make your wool
from Annapolis Naval Academy has
Into yarn. Write for prices. Also yarn
Mrs. Anita Odell and son of
Baseball practice has been held Fred Robbins until November. Mr. lightfuly fresh flavor.—adv.
meadow mice have started runways for sale. II. A. BARTLETT. Harmony.
Salem. Mass., recently visited Mrs. been spent here with his parents. for the past week and the first game Maslou is manual training teacher
Maine._______
104-115
to the orchards. In unmulched or
Mr. and Mrs. Scott Kittredge re
LAWN mowers sharpened, called for
was played with South Warren on at Southwest Harbor High School.
Sadie Davis.
chards.
some
owners
are
placing
and
delivered
Tel
791.
CRIE
HARD

FOR SALE
Foster Mank is ill and attended turned this week.
Thursday, the score 6 to 0 to favor
Mr. and Mrs. John Leonard
WARE CO. Rockland
iea.tr
In One.Pound Boxes
mulch
along
the
tree
rows
to
en

Maurice Rackliffe. son cf Mr. and of ‘.he visitors. Lloyd Maxey and moved into the Robbins bungalow
by Dr. Lenfest of Waldoboro.
LADIES—R-llable hair goods at Rock
courage the mice to establish nests land Hair Store, 24 Elm, St Mall orders
Lyndon Lawson is at work for Mrs. Archie Rackliffe c,f Water Sumner Leadbetter, battery for last Saturday.
and runways, so that they may be solicited. H. C. RHODES, Tel. 519-J.
Burnheimer Brothers during the man’s Beach, who is radio operator Warren High last year, held the
92-tf
Winfred Lord is thc guest of his
$1000—$500 Down
located and destroyed.
on
the
U.
S.
Argonne,
is
having
a
absence of Ruel Orff who is ill with
school team scoreless. The batteries brother at Monroe.
1 Miles from Main St. in Rorkland
STOP AT
sees
month s leave from the navy and were, South Warren. Maxey and
mumps.
Southwest Harbor friends of I. 44 acres, good fields, pasture, and
Mr. Rand of Bangor who is spending it at his home.
wood. House, barn, shed, garage
Leadbetter; High School, Miller, Lawton Bray were pleased to con
ALFRED
M.
STROUT
Tests conducted on market sweet
travelling salesman for Byron
Mrs. Elizabeth Mitchell. Mrs. Fales. Moore and Wellington.
gratulate him on his re-election and henhouse. Equipped with
corn this year at Wells indicate that
tools,
and
some
furniture.
Insurance
Smith Co. was in this locality Annie Dennison and Mrs. Carolyn
The Junior class held a meeting recently.
heavy applications of fertilizer are
Fire,
Automobile,
and Allied Lines
Thursday morning.
Davis are spending a few days in at which it was decided to give a
J. B. PAULSEN
Hotels Claremont and Dirigo have
usually profitable, even though the
FOR YOUR CANDIES
Mrs. Aina Mank Is in Jefferson Portland the guests of Mrs. Mitch social Oct. 7.
Telephone Thomaston 61
THOMASTON,
MAINE
closed. Cottagers are fast leaving
price of com is quite low in the
AND NUTS
looetr
•113&115A:117
for a few days.
The sophomore class met and have for their city homes.
ell’s mother Mrs, Alice Lester.
market.

Miss Belle Cullen is at Pine Point
to spend the weekend with her
brother William Cullen.
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Browm of St,
Petersburg. Fla., are visiting Mr.!
and Mrs. F. B. Hathorne. Mrs
Brown was formerly Grace Johnson
and lived on Green street.
Miss Margaret Copeland and Mr
and Mrs. W. B. D. Gray attended an
informal party Thursday night,
given by Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
Emery of Rockland in honor of
Mrs. Emery's sister Mrs. Marion C.
Fuller of Augusta.
Tlie Federated Circle will meet
with Mrs. Frank Hathorne Tuesday
at 2. There will be a quilt to knot.
Mrs. Chester Slader entertained
Thursday night in honor of Mrs.
William Grafton (Celia Flye.) Thc '

What Will Maine Get

MAIL SCHEDULE

In Everybody’s Column

REAL ESTATE

:

WANTED

:

TO LET

♦
»

FOR SALE

OLD GOLD

Candy
COCOANUT
NEEDHAMS
23c lb

MISCELLANEOUS !

PEANUT
BRITTLE

• 29c lb

ASSORTED

CHOCOLATES

L. R. Brewster Farm

27c lb

CHISHOLM’S

Every-OtKer-Day
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®SOC* ETY
Henry Wall, who is having a
week’s vacation from the John Bird
Co., spent Thursday in Portland,
with iMrs. Wall, Miss Pearl Borger son and Mrs. Florence Knowlton.
Mr. and Mrs. Wall motored to Lakewood Friday to spend the week
end. accompanied .by Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Weeks
SUMMER VISITORS

At the height of the summer
season there are many visitors in
Rockland and vicinity, and The
Courier-Gazette is very glad to
chronicle them. To this end will
you kindly send the names of
your guests to this office, or noti
fy Mrs. Warren C. Noyes, 38
Orange street, telephone 873-R.
We will greatly appreciate it.

A surprise party was tendered I
Wednesday night to Mrs. Clara {
Smith by her associates at Vesper j
Leach store and other friends.
Games were played throughout the
evening and refreshments were
served. Mrs . Smith received a
waffle iron, in appreciation of sev
eral years service as bookkeeper at
the Leach store.

Miss Katherine Veazie, secretary
to Mayor Veazie. who has been
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Elton Merri
field in Kezar Falls, has returned
home.

Henry Marsh and family conclude
their Rockland visit tomorrow, go
ing to Orono to visit Mrs. Marsh s
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Lamieux.
Mr. and Mrs. Ensign Winchen
baugh are on a motor trip to Massa
chusetts.

Miss Charlotte Buffum returned |
Tuesday night from Woonsocket, R.
I., having left the flood zone only
a few hours before disaster over
took it.

Mrs. George Jackson and daugh
ter Georgia have returned from a
motor trip in the Rumford region,
where they visited Mrs. Jackson's
mother Mrs. Maude iRyan and sister
Mis. Ellen Grenier. Side trips were
made to scenes of interest in Ihat
vicinity, with visits to friends and
relatives in South Gardiner and
Lewiston enroute.
The officers and directors of the
Rockland Savings Bank were en
tertained Wednesday night by Mr.
and Mrs. Arthur L. Orne at their
cottage, Crawford's Lake: Presi
dent and Mrs. Frank W. Fuller. Mrs.
and Mrs. E. J. Hellier, Mr. and Mrs.
N. F. Cobb. Mr. and Mrs William
W. Spear, Mr. and Mrs. W. A.
Glover, and R. W Wyman Poster.
Mr. Orne proved himself not only
a banker and insurance broker, but
a tolerably good farmer, when it
developed that all of the vegetables
served in connection with the
corned beef dinner were products
of his own garden and agricultural
skill. The occasion was an annual
affair, and everybody concerned
earnestly hopes that its tenure
will be for life.

Charlotte Cahill Rauscr returns
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Oxton who to Rockland the first week in Octo
have been the guests of W. W. ber.
Gregory, have returned to Miltcn,
Itooevik Club meets Tuesday with
Mass.
Gertrude Boody at Pleasant Beach.
Clifford Waltz of Damariscotta
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Eaton are on a
was a business visitor Friday in the
motor trip to Hyannis, Mass., and
city.
other parts of Massachusetts.
Mrs. Ethel Lyddie has returned
The annual birthday party of
from a visit on Swans Island.
Opportunity Class iwas held at the
Mr. and Mrs. Lester J. Sherman, First Baptist Church Wednesday
and Mr. and (Mrs. N. F. Andrews of night, commemorating the 17th
Thomaston left today for Plainfield, year of its founding by Madame
Lena (Brown. About 90 members
Vt. for a week's motor trip.
and friends attended. Prayer was
James Pellicane, who has been offered by Rev. J. Charles MacDon
employed in Portland during the ald. a cordial welcome toeing extend
summer, is spending a few days ed by class president. Mrs Eda Post.
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Helene McKenney had charge
Joseph pellicane, before returning of the program which was opened
by assembly singing of three hymns,
to Bates College.
with 'Mrs Nellie Magune as accom
panist.
Then followed a reading by
Mrs. Choris Jenkins is spending a
week in Jonesport as the guesf of Miss Muriel Adams, vocal solos.
Mrs. Lorna Pendleton, Mrs. Mc
relatives and friends.
Kinney at 'the piano; violin solos.
Mrs. Anna Hartwell Johnstone cf Miss Shlrlene McKinney, accom
Washington. D. C.. program secre panist Mrs. McKinney; reading.
tary of the National League of Mrs. Helen MacDonald and vocal
Women Voters, who will speak to solo. Miss Gladys Grant, with Mrs.
the local league members Monday, Lillian Joyoe at thc piano. Rev.
•will be the guest of Mrs. Horatio Mr. MacDonald showed interesting
colored pictures of a vacation trip
Cowan over the weekend.'
to Ottawa and the "Quints'’ home,
Members of Chapin Class will and pictures taken a year ago in
have the final picnic of the sea England and Scotland. There were
son Tuesday night, when they will also pictures of Mr. MacDonald's
dine at Beach Inn Lincolnville. new igrandson, which were excep
Dinner will be served at 6.30.
tionally good for such a young
baby. A report of the Mite Box
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Thorndike collections was given by Mrs. Eda
and Mr. and Mrs. Bert R. Witham Post. Refreshments of sandwiches,
have gone to Tilden's Pond, to cake and punch, were served by
spend the weekend at the Charles these hostesses: Mrs. Laurel Hen
R. Coombs cottage.
derson. chairman. Mrs. Eda Past.
Mrs. Bertha Spofford. Mrs. Pauline
Mrs. Walter C. Ladd was hostess
Saunders, Mrs. (Charlotte Kaler,
to Wednesday Eve Club this week at
Mrs. Margaret Adams and Mrs. Nita
cards and luncheon. Mrs. David L.
Cunylngham.
Beautiful basket
McCarty. Mrs. Louis Cook and Mrs.
bouquets of pink gladiolus were
Arthur Doherty won bridge honors.
Mrs. Cook also winning the travel used (effectively.

ing prize.
Mrs. J. Crosby Hobbs of Camden
is receiving surgical treatment at
Knox Hospital
Miss Doris Borgerson leaves Sun
day for Lewiston, where she will
enter Bates College.

A utility shower was given Tues
day night for Mrs. Kathleen W.
Bisbee at the home of her mother,
Mrs. Gertrude Waterman in Cam
den. Tlie evening was spent at
cards, knitting, etc., and a nice
lunch was served. Mrs. Bisbee was
the recipient of many lovely gifts.
Present were: Mrs. Inez Ames of
Appleton. Miss Hittie Waterman of
Boston, Mrs. Helen Thomas, Mrs.
Eleanor Achorn, Mrs. Margaret
Adams. Mrs. Marguerite Bisbee,
Mrs. Benjamin Bisbee, Mrs. Ruth
B. Packard, all of Rockland. Mrs.
A. E. Thomas. Mrs. Alice Talbot,
Mrs. Elizabeth Talbot, Mrs. Alice
' Dougherty, Mrs. Edwina Gross. Mrs.
Florence Gray and Mrs. Doris
Thomas, all of Camden.

For home or school . . . Rytex
Cinema Printed Stationery . . .Sep
tember only . . . 100 Deckled Sheets
and 100 Deckled Envelopes . . .$1
with Name and Address on Sheets
and Envelopes. Pastage 15 cents
extra. Crafty “hand made" paper
in Camera Blue, Film Grey or
Studio Brown. Buy now for your
own use and for gifts at The Cou
rier-Gazette.—adv.
113*115

CHECK THESE EIBSTS

THAT MAKE ROYAL FIRST!

SPEED . . . Greater volume I EASE
. . . With m.ny exclualve feetureal
CAPACITY. . . Better typing taster!
ECONOMY... Lower operating coital
DURABILITY . .. Recorda prove ltl

ROYAL TYPEWRITER CO., INC.
78 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.
Telephone 3-0626

Hello Mary!
I want you to see my coat that I had dyed at Lamb’s.
It’s perfectly stunning. Of course 1 have always had my
dresses and John’s suits cleaned there, because 1 know
their work is always the best.
1

These performers will appear in thr opening performance of the Milk
Fund Series of entertainments to be held Sept. 27, and Oct. 4, 11. and 18,
in Camden Opera House.
melody, song and story.

The first attraction is the Hugo Brandt Co. in

Mrs. Freeman Brown entertained
Friday at a lunch party and five
tables of contract at Green Gables.
Camden.

And so it is: For 25 years I have been serving the people here, learning a
little more each year . . . doing a little better work . . . paying a little better
wages . . . employing more people each year until TODAY you can have your
garments cleaned and pressed better and for much less money than ever be
fore. I thank you one and all and trust we may continue to merit your friend
ship and patronage.

Sincerely yours,

NOTES AT
RANDOM

• Mr. and Mrs. Louis Cates have re
cently returned from a vacation trip
to Boston, a pleasurable feature of
Rockland,
which was the opportunity to sav
hello by radio to Rockland friends
over thc Jimmy and Dick program. Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
In the midst of the threats of
arc in a peculiar position. They
Rev. Dr. Guy Wilson has returned war that are menacing Europe and.
started out to earn their place in
from Port Fairfield where he was indirectly, thc whole world it may
the world after the depression had
called by the illness of his mother- be of some interest to readers of
started. The men a little order
The Courier-Gazette to know of
in-law.
could recall with fondness the days
the physical aspects of it that are
a very few years back when ad
SCRIBBLERS EAT SITTING
visible in the great trading centers
vancement was rapid and wages
today.
were good and individualism was
Club Has Unique Afternoon At
The business that is perhaps the
watch-word. They have finally de
Home of Mrs. E. M. Lawrence
most violently affected and the one
cided that the good days are over
which is the easiest for your cor
for a while and that they must be
Tlie September meeting of the |
respondent to observe is the insur
Scribblers' Club was held at the ance business. The protection of prepared to get it the hard way—
and slowly.
home of Mrs. E. M. Lawrence in cargoes being transported between
They are too young to remember
Rockport. Tlie subject for the aft- . this and other nations overseas is the war in it's reality, but they
one that Ls of tremendous impor
ernoon was “Japanese Poetry," and
have heard of it. They see thc
tance to the maintenance of gen
members came in Japanese costume eral trade. This ordinarily consists | Ameri-an Legion, read of its lively
with gay flowers adorning their of insurance against the perils of conventions. They contribute in a
small way to the taxes that pay
hair. Many acceptances for pub the sea<—stranding, sinking, burn
the pensions They know about
lication were reported, among them ing of ships and the other ordin the unknown soldier, they listen to
ary hazards of the sea itself.
six poems of various types by Mrs.
tlie annual eulogies on Armistice
In comparing the amounts of
Ethel Fisher, Mrs. E. M. Lawrence, premiums collected and the losses Day. They also read about the
war debts owed us by former friends
Mrs. Charles Merritt, Mrs. Robert paid out over an extended period,
and foes and think how well their
say
10
or
15
years,
the
underwriter
McKinley and Mrs. Donald Karl,
government could use the money.
to appear in the Triad Anthology can with a fair degree of accuracy They have learned how the results
of New England Poets following a ' determine a rate that will allow of the war were tabulated at Verhim a fair profit and take care of
saillc how the enemy were forced
New England Contest.
losses.
to relinquish territorry and to stay
With the advent of war or of the
Mrs. Eva Moore of Cambridge,
conquered by treaties among the
Mass, was a special guest and re threat of war all this is changed. conquerers. They dimly recall the
The underwriter is asked to insure
lated many interesting experiences
slogans that were common in war
the cargo against the perils of
as secretary to a winner of the war and rates cease to be a matter time “Making the World Safe for
Democracy.”
Pulitzer Prize.
of scientific calculation and become
And finally, they realize that
A Japanese cloth of exquisite de a guessing game on the part of thc
they are now of military age.
sign graced the dining table with a underwriter.
Because of these things these
One cannot judge rates of this
Japanese incense burner, the gift
young men are apt to do a little
sort by the experiences in losses
of Mrs. Ellsworth, as centerpiece. in past wars because the instru adding up. Twenty years have
passed since the last war ended.
The aroma of incense created the ments of war are constantly im
Nearly all of the men who died m
proper spirit for tea which was la proving, vessel speeds are increas that war would have been alive
ter served in the drawing room. ing, even social philosophies will now but for the war. They would
countenance breaches of interna
have been the age of the Legion
Guests were seated on cushions in
tional law and custom that in for
typical Japanese form for the cere mer years would not have been em naires. But their brave lives were
snuffed out. debts were incurred, a
mony. Tea bowls were taken with ployed by the worst of despots.
war was fought to a finish, nations
The
international
insurance
mar

both hands, raised to the forehead
were impoverished, pensioners by
as a token of respect to the hostess, ket at the present time is in a thc thousands involuntarily ap
then placed on mats in front of state of utter bewilderment. Rates peared—and within what would
them while the sweets were eaten. are at a given figure one day and have been the lifetime of these dead
are 40 times greater the next, on
Cha-no-yn (tea) was taken last, the
men their work is completely un
the strength of rumors the truth of
hostess refraining until after the
done—the debts remain but thc
which would be impossible to ascer
guests had finished. Several pic
work is undone.
tain. We know of a broker who re
tures were taken by the group. It
And so these young men. who had
fused to purchase war insurance
was an unique and delightful after
made up their minds that success
on one day because he thought thc
i.s more than worth the additional
noon.
rate prohibitive and was forced to
The October meeting will be witli
obstacles put before it by the de
purchase the next day at a price
Mrs. Frank McCullagh at her sum
pression. find themselves in a posi
28 times as great.
tion that is the same as that of
mer home in Rockport.
K.
We are informed that if there
the young men of 20 years ago.
were an open declaration of war
Their logical questions cannot be
LONG COVE
these rates would not tend to fluc
answered and from the outlook at
tuate as much because then the
Mrs. Victor Bjorkland and daugh
the present time, the leaders of the
underwriter would know exactly
nations of Europe do not intend to
ter Marion of Tarrytown, N. Y.,
what nations were lined up together
are visiting Mr. and Mrs. Victor
answer them. A young man does
and thus know the comparative
Mackie. Vivienna McAuliffe also
not question the wisdom of the
protection thc national navies would
of Tarrytown has been guest of her afford each ship. This is an in superior Judgment of his elders—
but if he feels his life is a personal
parents this week.
teresting comment on the business
matter one cannot blame him for
Mrs. Bjockland celebrated her
man's confidence in the agreements
birthday recently with a host of outstanding between nations today! wondering.
! friends including Mr. and Mrs
Cliff Ladd
Importers are scurrying to get
William Perthian. son Wftliam, shipments in and the insurance
Mrs. John Kulju. Miss Helmi and district here is an exciting place.
CAMDEN
Sylvia Kulju. parents, sisters and The brokers go from office to office
William Clark was found dead
brothers.
shopping for insurance on every in his home on Limerock street on
Vivienna McAuliffe has completed concievable commodity.
Hurried Thursday. The body was discov
her duties at thc Wawenock Hotel street corner conversations spread
ered by a neighbor, John D. Knowl
in Port Clyde.
thc latest news heard on the ra ton. Dr. James G. Hutchins, county
dios. It is to the everlasting credit medical
examiner,
pronounced
of the insurance companies that death as due to natural causes.
they attempt to protect their cus Clark, who was 70 years old, had
tomers at rates based only on sober been dead about 48 hours when
Open 16 A. M. to 8 P. M.
judgement.
found.
Until Further Notice!
To the younger men, men of 32
Committal services will be held

Ruth’s Lobster Bowl

is a very personal thing.
c

For they morning at 11 o'clock.

ARTHUR F. LAMB
CLEANING - DYEING
Maine

HOME SERVICE

ONE DOLLAR PER MONTH

Central Maine Fewer Company
Ruth fluff, Director

“Home Service' is a service off
Will Make You a Shareholder in the
ered to the public by the Central
Maine Power Company. At tlie
present time there are seven girls
employed by the Company with thc
You Hill then be entitled lo borrow, wilh proper security, from
purpose in mind to assist “Mrs.
thr Association. All these dollar payments, with liberal dividends
Homemaker" with her household
are returned to you when the loan is repaid. Loans are made on
problems It does not necessarily
Home Mortgages in Rockland and vicinity on the Direct Month
mean a recipe for an electric range
ly Reduction Plan. Each payment reduces the interest charged;
or how often to defrost a refrigera
also the balance due on the mortgage. It is an interesting pro
tor. but it is information on the use
position. There arc several plans, one of which will meet your
of small appliances, suggestions for
requirements. Please rail and let us explain.
entertaining your Club, a demon
stration on your washing machine,
or a dozen shirts Ironed on your
new ironer.
85Stf
Each day home calls are made
on customers as they purchase new
appliances; however, an appliance
purchased five years ago or from
another Dealer is still entitled to
this service.
PLEASANT POINT
During the winter months we
conduct cooking schools for our
Francis Haley. Miss Mazie Pack
customers in order that we may
SUN.-MON.-TUES.
ard, Miss Grace Armstrong, Miss
show the correct methods of cook
PARAMOUNT’S ROWDY
ing on an electric range, as well i Sara Bernnette and Harry Clexton
as thc ease and simplicity of elec of Boston were guests last weekend
ROISTERING ROM!JNCE
tric cookery.
of B. H. Wetherbee at Tasquantum
of the ALASKAN tfIlDS!
In nearly every mail of the day lodge. Recent callers were Dr.
there Is a new recipe or a new
Harry Chase. Boston; Sidney Vinal.
“gaget" of some type described,
and we are more than glad to pass Warren; Mrs. Clarence Wales, Miss
them on to you. And Irom now Janet Wales. Mrs Edith Young an i
on we hope to establish this column Mrs. Dorothy Lundahl, Cushing.
as a “Home Service" column where Mr. and Mrs. Justin Ames, Union; j
"Mrs. Homemaker" may look for
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Fernald and
new suggestions.
son, Rockland. Dr. and Mrs. Cites- '
Our kitchen is always “Open
fl
House" to you. Many of you did ter Clinton, New Yoik; Fred R. ,
Nickerson, Chicago; and Robert I
not know we had a kitchen, but
we most certainly have. It Ls Tyson Akron, Ohio.
equipped with the newest electrical
appliances, and thc place where we
MONDAY-TUESDAY
test out our recipes before we allow I
you to use them, either at school or
from the newspaper.
At various times we conduct store
demonstrations. These are so that
you may see the results and decide
for yourself thc value of the ap
pliance.
The "Home Service" department
welcomes your call In person, or by
'phone and appreciates your kind
o
KAY FRANCIS
ness.

Rockland Loan & Building Association

Rockland Loan & Building Association

K

0

’

For “ICE” Service
CALL

HAVENER’S ICE CO
Tel. 792
55*56tl

GEO. BRENT

TODAY—BOB BAKER in
"TIIE LAST STAND"

PASK

a.

ttarrmg

GEORGE RAFT
HENRY FONDA
DOROTHY LAMOUR
wilh
AKIM

JOHN

TAMIROFF

BARRYMORE

WANTED

This is one of the MOVIE QUIZ
$250,00000 CQNTEST PICTURES

FIRST MORTGAGE LOANS

NOW PLAYING
"CAREFREE”

ON IMPROVED REAL ESTATE

COLLATERAL LOANS

with
GINGER ROGERS
FRED ASTAIRE

SECURED BY LISTED STOCKS AND BONDS

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK

Rorkland
Tel 892
Shows—Mat, 2. Evg. 6.45, 8.45.
Continuous Sat. 2.0t) to 10.45

Eviry-Oth'er-Day
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LAND OF THE MIDNIGHT SDN

R
EALM OF

An Old Directory
(Continued from Page One)

THE LYRIC MUSE

Taxi, Auto of Future
for New York Fair

They are under the care of the Willis. Maynard S.. employed M. C.
R R.. h 7 Brick.
State—they cannot be exploited.
Willoughby.
Jesse S„ h 8 Elm.
It has a number of very line mod
Elementary education is compul
Willson. J. H.. florist, Park, cor
sory.
ernistic buidings.
Brick, h Pleasant, cor State.
No tipping can be dene in Russia Wilson, Andrew J., mariner, h 5
From Finland we went to Russia.
by Gladys St. Clair Heistad
We were told this before going into
Publication Limited to Brief
Donahue .place,
Poems
Sometime while we were in Nor the country but didn’t believe it, so Wilson. Chas., stationary engineer,
of Original Composition
h 32 Berkeley.
tried it a few times for ourselves and
Announcement of the 58th sea building will serve asa permanent way a Russian official had come on
By Subscribers
Wilson, Chas. L., wood turner, h 33
found it to be true.
son of the Boston Symphony Or home and place of exhibit. Books, board the Franconia Just when or
Spring.
It is certainly a delight for an
chestra, Serge Koussevitzky. con fine Oriental rugs, and souvenirs why no one seemed toltnow. but it
American to see a crowd of people Wilson. Chas. T., truckman, h 26
SAJDDEN SORROW
North Main.
ductor. has been received. The from Alice Carry's long and dis
in Russia boarding a trolley or bus: Wilson, Geo . h 21 Cedar.
| For The Courler-Gazettel
was
rumored
that
he
had
come
to
season also marks the 15th anni tinguished professional life, will
did you say. she grew,
our passports. About 4 there is no rushing or pushing — Wilson. Mrs. Hannah T., agent ,h Old
Like winter ln lovely June?
formrpart
of the equipment
of the | examine
versary of Dr. Koussevitzky, with ------------------------------------------.
the
people
tak*e
their
places
as
thev
As
Lf
life were upturned quite
4
High.
the Orchestra, and the announce- library, adding immeasiff-ably to its °^c
n the morn
come up to tlie car in procession Wilson. John H„ city teamster, h And darkness came at noon
that
we
were
due
in
Leningrad
ou"
ment has this to say of the event: beauty and value,
10 Holmes.
Yet peace shone upon her face
ship stopped to take on several other two by two—the car is filled, the
"It was in the autumn of 1921
Wilson. Morris O.. mail carrier, h 26 Her eyes so gentile, so fine—
others wait.
Russians
who
had
come
out
in
a
A luster beamed through smile and
North
Main.
that Serge Koussevitzky arrived in
I am reading, with enjoyment,
tear.
It is said, too. that the Russians Wilson, R. H. h 184 Main.
government boat to meet us. These
"God's will," she said, "not mine."
America to become the conductor “Give Them Their Dreams" by
men seemed to take charge of things. show unfailing courtesy to thc Wingfield. Arthur E„ master mari
•
K S. F.
of the Boston Symphony Orchestra. Norma Patterson, running serially
ner h 86 Mechanic.
Rockland
The radio was sealed—no messages foreigner. We found this true and Winkworth.
Mrs. M. M . clairvoyant
The span of the ensuing years— through McCall's, and in one of I
K It H It
could be either sent or received had a striking example of the fact
1 Sweetland place.
longer than that of any previous
installments was much inter
PONDERING
One of the things to do in Moscow Winkworth, W. Harry, kiln tender,
while we were in port.
conductor—has borne fruit in the ested to read about Patricia and !
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1 Sweetland place
Our passports, until now. had been is lo visit Lenin's tomb—this ls a
preeminence of the Orchestra which gtan going to the Waldorf in New
R. L. E Is right as rain,
I at the Cruise office and the Cruise national shrine. We arrived at theJ W™l0^eAr^rt B" quarrj7nan' h I never plan to plow again.
its conductor has made the fullest York city and hearing Raphael, the ,
Behind a steed with tires four
officers had attended to all landing tomb about 3 o'clock in the after Winslow Augustus S.. ship carpent That
starts off with a snort and roar
realization of his interpretative diminutive concertina player who
er, h 22 State.
noon. The day was very hot. Thc
While gulping water, gas and oil
arrangements.
career
As Serge Koussevitzky s0 intrigued me when I heard him
Then making deep ruts ln the soli
Now a Russian official took them tomb is in Red Square. Lenin is Wuislow, Berkeley D.. (Ulmer & And scaring people half to death
opens his 15th season on Oct. 7 and jn the very same setting last
Winslow) ice, 18 Warren.
giving us one Russian visa whicn buried under the wall of the Krem Winslow, Chas. W., quarryman. 7 While hanging on with bated breath.
8. the Orchestra stands at the very November. Quoting from “Give
had our picture on it. This was our lin. We found an immense crowd
Donohue lane.
A gentle horse to mow and hay
height of its virtuosity and tonal Them Their Dreams."
Is surely best ln every way,
landing card. Whenever we went several hundred people, formed lo Winslow. David, h 192 Limerock.
And yet I cannot quite efface
beauty, the fulfillment of its leader s i "Raphael, the immortal, came
Elmira J., h 252 Limerock. The
memory when our horse did race
off the wharf or came back to the procession, waiting fo go in. Our Winslow.
Winslow. Frank A., journalist, 469 While dragging me, I see It now
loftiest aim."
with his small crying concertina.
ship we had to show this card to driver took us at once to the en
And
Robert hanging to the plow.
Main,
li
189
Broadway
Dr. Koussevitzky, always alert to Raphael was the shape of a goodhorse was gentle, kind and good
two soldiers stationed at the head trance of the tomb. An officer at Winslow. Fred P.. cooper, h 18 That
But plows he never understood.
r.ew creative currents and ever en- natured seal. He lifted up his inWarren.
of the wharf. We coluld lake cam the door parted the crowd Jo allow
kindled anew by the great scores articulate seal face and shut his
Winslow. Henry A., foreman North And so I tremble ln my shoes
eras ashore but it was understood us to step ln ahead. Not all thc
With naught to gain and much to lose.
Marine Railway, h 704 Main
of the past, is laying brilliant plans ume eyes. Holding the concertina
that all film must be left in Russia cars arrived at the same time but Winslow
H engineer
n wedrag
8houJd mowlng
have • harse
a-ndbehind
nnd
winsiow. Henrv
nenry in.,
engineer, h
n 258 He'd
machine
for the season. Beethoven will b« high above his head, he waited for
250
Americans
went
in
ahead
of
thc
to
be
developed
—
the
picture
to
be
Limerock.
In
careful
way.
but
made
a
dash
predominating composer, a num the Inspired moment. Now music
Winslow. Judson B., foreman, h 192 And broke that mower all to smash
ber of the Symphonies and the rained downward in the thinnest sent to the ship later provided noth waiting crowd. Can you imagin'
Limerock.
And yet there* nothing else to do
Winslow Marcena B., milkman, h, 1 But try a horse and see It through.
Violin Concerto (with Jascha' mist—music never heard before. ing had been taken contrary to re such a scene in America?
Rose B. Hupper
We said to our guide "that doesn:
224 Limerock.
Tenants Harbor
Heifetz as soloist) being performed. Instantly the room was stilled; not striction.
• • • •
Winslow. Nellie F.. clerk Simonton
seem
right."
But
she
replied,
“
Oh
It K It K
Soloists chosen with a regard for a sound intruded while that tremu
Dry Goods Co., h 17 Traverse.
When we left the ship we werc yes. you are our guests. All the
THE PRESIDENT FISHES
the important concertos to be lous and hungered music wrote its
Winslow, William H„ ship carpenter '
h 18 Warren.
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given will include Arthur Rubin haunting minor cadences upon the turned over to the State Travel people feel so."
• • • •
Agency called “Intourist" who took [
Wise. Henry M. (J. P. Wise & Son. As the President fishes the thought
stein, Myra Hess and Rudolph Ser- air."
comes to me,
Another very commendable thin"
441 Maim h 24 School.
charge of our sght seeing.
kin. Sanroma will play the piano
Is he fishing for votes or the fish in
How eloquently told—it is again
ls their attitude toward music—ali Wise, John P (J. P. Wise & Son.
the sea?
Russia
in
Europe,
which
is,
inci

part in the new concerto of Dukel- vivid before my eyes—and the
hardware. 441 Maim h 22 Pleas He's making a trip through the fast
who have particular talent are al
cooling West.
»
ant.
sky. Violinists will include Ruth "minor cadences upon the air" dentally. only a small part of the
FUTURISTIC TAXI (TOPI AND AUTO MODELS FOR NEW
lowed to study music, make music Wise. J P & Son (John P. Wise. And he's doing the things he likes to
YORK EXPOSITION IN 1939.
Posselt. Heifetz. Zlatko Balakovic surely must have been "Black Eyes.’’ USSR.. (Union of Socialist Soviet
and ;
d0 ***
their
life
work,
and
they
are
ex

Henry
M.
Wise)
hardware
Republic: the Union consists of 11
“,lu He speaks a good word lor a friend
The violoncello soloist in Strauss’ j
stoves.
441
Main.
• • • •
here
and
there:
NEW
YORK
(special)—The : neer, who is busy making the fuSoviet Republics), is as large as the empt from manual labor.
"Don Quixote' will be Gregor
Witham. Clifford B, teamster. h And he halts up hts hook, for he's
taxi of the future will be a short ! turistic vehicles for the focal ex
TTie
Franconia
passengers
were
The Aaron Richmond Celebrirv whole of the rest of Europe. The
millions to spare
169 Rankin.
Piatigorsky.
__
.
oval vehicle, running on three hibit on transportation at the exSeries of concerts opens in Port whole of the USSR, is about a given a concert in Moscow by the Witham. Frank P ,farmer,
h WestI, He smiles
unU1 very broadly—he'll continue
Georges Enesco will return to br
wheels so that it may weave in 1 position.
I
You
and
I
tell
him
he
can
foot
his
own
Meadow
road.
Designer Loewy’s conceptions
land (City Hall' on Oct. 10. with sixth of the entire earth's surface j Intourist Society (those on the pro
and out of traffic and may be
guest conductor for a week in Janu
bill.
of transportation methods in the
the Don Cossack Russian Maie It is a country of inconceivable ex- , 8ram were from the Lenin Schoo. Witham. George W, cooper, h 41 Yea. the President's fishing: dope It
parked with ease.
ary; Eugene Goossens will make his
World of Tomorrow are the pro
Lime.
out. If you can;
The automobile of the future jection of inventions and im
third appearance at these concert' Chorus as the feature. The two tent where the most revolutionary j of Music in Moscowi. It was a Witham. Jcseph E., cooper. 8 Brew But I think we re the fish, and we're
will
be
wide
in
front
and
narrow
all
tn
the
pan
concluding events of this series changes are taking place ln every . 'ar:ed program. Everyone appearprovements which already exist,
ster.
in November. Igor Stravinsky will
in back with the motor at the but which have not yet been put
as game as some fish
Witham. Philip F carpenter, h 145 Were lnnotthehalf
will be Marian Anderson, famous field of activitiy and on the largest lng on was an arUlt. At the con
sea:
rear
and
much
more
room
will
be
be the guest composer-conductor
into mass production. They rep
Pleasant.
dumb "Suckers." seems
Negro contralto, on Dec 2, and scales mankind has ever known j cert
devoted to the passengers than at resent the sensible trend toward
men and women were in Witham, Waterman, cooper, h 4! Just spineless,
the right word to me
and soloist during the concerts of
present.
,
•
Trudi Schoop and her company of We spent four days in Russia and faUitIess evening dress.
C
D.
Crane
Jr.
more efficient taxicabs and motor
Lime.
two weeks, presenting his “Oedipus
H
,27
Alstead. N H.
This will be true if the New cars.
visited two cities only. One could Tile palaces. Cathedrals and Wood. Charles, h 56 Willow.
22 actor-dancers on Jan. 20.
Rex." and a new orchestral con
■t
It
R
It
York
World
’
s
Fair
sets
a
new
The new autos will be a part
The Don Cossacks celebrate this not expect, in so short a time, to pu^Iic buildings of the old Imperial Wood. Harlow P„ traveling sales
style for motor transportation of of one of many huge, free excerto which is to have its first pub
man. h 13 Achorn.
Ol'T OF DARKNESS
year the 15th anniversary of the learn much about conditions there. re8ime have been put to new uses Weed. James H., tanner, h 318
the
future
as
the
result
of
the
hibits
to be built by Fair design
lic performance in America. Other
IFor The Courier-Gazette)
display of models fashioned by , ers to show how we will live
organization which today holds the but we did see a number of things
Hermitage
Gallery,
once
the
Limerock.
The night was long.
composers to appear in music of
Raymond Loewy, industrial engi- ! in the future
record of having sung more con that interested us very much.
| Tsar's winter palace contain one of Wood. Jerome B. retired veteran, Whirlwinds of doubt. And darkest
their own composition are Ernst
cloud of fear
h
cor
Camden
and
Adams.
secutive concerts and appeared in
We started our tour of Leningrad the finest collection of paintings in Wood. Jesse T.. laborer, h cor Cam My heart sank low
Krenek. in a piano concerto, and
When out from midst the terror
tite comment of the President. Mrs.
more cities than any other choral about 9.30 in the morning. The the world. Its spacious halls and
den and Adams.
Nicolai Berezowskv. in his new
Came a sweet voice
Vincent Hilles Ober. who said,
Concerto for String Quartet and «rouP in th<“ world
have be’ streets were filled with people. I galleries cover a total distance of Wocd, John, kiln tender, h 20 "My chlld. thou needst not fear."
Front.
"More community singing would
Orchrstra. the visiting artists to be hlnd them more than 3750 trium" had never seen human beings be two miles.
"Lift up thine eyes, thy Father sees
Wood. John, quarryman. h Old
American
Music
Year
To
thy
sorrow;
mean
fewer communistic disagree
,
_
...
_
.
,
,k„
phal
concerts
in
every
country
of
The
Kremlin
is
a
walied
city
of
fore who looked so wretchedly poor.
the Coolidge Quartet of which the
County road.
He holds thine hand secure within His
ments. If we had more choirs in
___ | Europe as well as in the United
palaces
and
cathedrals.
A
city
own:
They
were
not
clean
and
only
by
Word.
lucy
J.,
school
teacher,
h
43
Help
Solve
the
Problem
composer is a member.
. . ,.
He loves thee, soothes thee, leads thee
our churches, we would have fewer
....
I States. Mexico. Australia, New courtesy could the things on then within a city. Once a residence of
Maverick.
on In „„„„„
silence
Of Crime
gangsters ln our Jails. Mass sing
Dr. Charles Marie Couboin of Zealand and the Orient.
feet be called shoes. They looked the Tsars is now the seat of govern Wood. Milton A., baker, h 31 Gay t0 Everlasting Love's eternal home
Wood. Orville T„ truckman h 320'
Harriet Grinnell Cold
• • • •
ing is the best offset to mob spirit,
Belgium, rated as on? of the great
like the cheapest kind of bathing ment of the USSR and is closed
"American
Music
Year,"
Limerock.
Philadelphia.
proof which I know. Keep America
est organists in the world, will
to the public.
Wood. Mrs. Sarah C, widow, li 59
Kill
One of the most interesting of shoes, cloth without shape.
'
claimed
in
the
late
spring
by
Mrs.
• • • •
Masonic.
singing and banish the spectre of
• • • •
dedicate the new organ at St. operatic stagings is that of the re
THE COLOR GATE
Vincent Hilles Ober of Norfolk, war.”
The most Interesting to me of all Wood, Seaman, quarryman, h Old
Peter and Paul Church, in Lewis- cently completed Richard Wagner
,
I
4l
We also saw two bread lines.
IFor
The
Courier-Gazette]
County road.
Virginia, president of the National
ton, on Tuesday. Oct. 4. Of the Festival in the Zoppot Forest in
All kinds of work was going on. the buildings of Russia was the Wocd, Walter J., hardwire and Down the busy village street
Tripped a maiden lair and tweet;
2.030 available tickets distributed ! the Danzig Free State. The festi- the women working with the men. • Alexander palace, the favorite
stoves. 370 Main, h 21 Masonic.
Federation of Music Clubs, as the
By her aide. Ln contrast great.
Woodman.
Julia
S.,
employed
Mcw

Walked a black faced wooly pate.
1
palace
of
Nicholas
II.
the
last
Tsar
from the Dominican Monastery on vaj presented the entire “Ring''
We saw women working on the
j
chief
project of the organization for
ry <5c Payson, h 479 Main.
Bartlett street, more than 1100 and "Lohengrin" in the natural roads, laying and hauling brick, of Russia After his arrest he and Woodman. Marstin W. oyster «X.‘Sg
a^'tie^ “on8’
the coming months, was formally
have already been taken.
Dr. setting of the woods. Some idea sweeping the streets, tending rail i his family were shut up here until
house. 479 Main.
, Color made no difference then.
launched at the annual meeting of
Courboin plays the largest organ of the immensity of the stage may road switches. But in spit<e of all , they were taken to Toblsk! The Woodman. Russell, pastor Episcopal Lily fair, and Darky Ben
Church,
rooms
16
School.
1
_
!
the Board of Directors in Chicago.
in the world at Wanamakers in | be had from these figures: The this the people did not look and family living rooms remain just as Woodside Albert, physician. 49 ^n" f?.end“ lp“th.T“ot
’
they
were
when
the
family
were
Philadelphia.
Officers and directors from 35
width of the stage is 104 yards, its are not unhappy. They feel that
Middle, h same.
I Time at last makes all things right
• • • •
Woos'.er, Alden F.. h 32 Roekland In heaven, no difference—black or States pledged the co-operation of
depth 110 yards, which is quite they are building for the future. taken away.
whito.
I am told that Dr and Mrs. Theo- a few times larger than the stage I that at the end of the ten year pro- I In the new constitution of Stalin Wooster, Geo. A., clerk, h 168 North I
more than 4600 cluhs in promoting
Ma.n
polius Judkins of Denmark (Maine) of the Metropolitan Opera House, gram (three of these have already it says that Russia is more nearly
' Both are dear to Mother's heart.
ln life must walk apart;
mass singing in communities
have a violin that is over 300 years For this enormous stage, the “cur- passed i the country will have fin- a democracy than any other coun Wcoster, Joshua C„ h 110 North ii Soon
Both may reach the highest goal.
Main.
old. The neck of the instrument rain" consists of two sliding doors tshed what it planned to do and try in the world. Among other rea
throughout America, furthering the
Wccster. M. Montell. lime trimme. Color can not touch the soul.
Delora E Morrill
instead of being finished off in the' | which run on rails Each door is they will have created for them- 1 sons showing why the U. S. is not a
h 110 North Main.
performance of opera in English,
Rockport
usual scroll effect is carved into 44 yards long. 27 feet high, and over selves a new and really happy life true democracy it says that U. S. Workman. Mrs Hattie, housekeeper,
creating additional orchestras to
R K It K
9 Prescott's lane.
a figure resembling a cat’s head. three feet thick. Thirty men are
offset
the great number of bands,
I think we may be able to under- j restrictions are carried to the ex Wotton. Edmond G., clerk Fuller &
NO HOME
The workmanship is unusually fine, required to move each side of this
Cobb, h 81 Pleasant.
and sponsoring the presentation of
stand a little if we recall that under ; treme against Negroes and Indians,
IFor The Courier-Gazette)
Wotton. E. R., stone mason, h Bay Once on a time myself I found
though evidently only done with a “curtain."
the works of American composers
the old regime the peasants’ con- 1 That in five Southern States with a
Point road.
Where crowds of folks were surging I by American artists.
Jacknlfe. The reverse side of the
ditlon wgs just as hard as it is negro population of 2.200 000 only Wotton. Melvin E.. traveling sales
round
violin has painted thereon a flying
In some tar distant region new
man. h 249 Broadway.
I An immediate drive will be inititoday, and then they had nothing 19 000 are permitted to vote.
Shura Cherkassky, famous Ameri
eagle carrying a banner and topped
Wright, Wm. S., blacksmith, h 81 Presenting no familiar view.
I ated, at the suggestion of Mrs. EdFrom
Russia
we
went
to
the
Free
to look forward to. Now the future
North Main.
off by the original American flag. can pianist, whose appearance in
Then my companions went away
j gar Stillman Kelley, National Leg
City of Danzig. By theTreaty of Wylie. Clara M., bookkeeper, 249 All with anticipations gay,
is, they feel, bright with hope.
A loose piece of paper inside the Rockport Town Hall two summers
Their
Joy
expressing
o'er
and
o'er
islation Chairman, to increase the
Main, h 21 Suffolk.
The fury of building activity in Versailles Danzig was made a seaAt thought of going home once more
instrument carries in pencil writing ago remains as an unforgettable
number of State Supervisors of
the last’ few years has been pro port for Poland. In peace and war Wyllie. Alban B plumber Arthur
the statement "Made in Germany experience, will continue his pres
•
. .v »
,„
Shea, h West Meadow road.
Forsaken by the multitude
September Special
digious. The plan is to make Mos it is
Music in the United States from
under
of
the
League
of
Nations
Yeaton
George
,
special
police,
h
21
I
found
myself
ln
solitude
ent stay in Europe until next year,
ln 1637“
I also must go home. I thought
cow
the
most
beautiful
city
in
the
eight
ito
48.
Communities
are
asked
which
guarantees
its
Independence.
Warren.
• • • •
when he will return to America for
But knew not where to find that spot
Zoppal is the new port for Danzig Yeaton. Horace, h 21 Warren.
to follow the example of Chicago,
Here is a story about Rudolph a concert tour during the 1939-43 world.
_
.
_
,
Yeaton. Isaac, laborer, h 19 Suffolk I could not think of where to go
• • • •
From Danzig we went to Copenha- 1 piace
™ ?a°,se ^h7e 1 belonf?eL vou know which has just proclaimed on
Ganz, famous pianist and conduc season.
Their program calls for the erec gen—one of the most interesting yeaton. William., driver, h 9 Orace. Of folks, of family or friend
"Opera Week," and set a week aside
tor. After one a! his recitals on
To whom my way I too could wend.
tion.
during
the
ten
years,
of
5003
cities
of
the
cruise.
Then
to
SouthYork.
George
L„
carriage
washer,
for gala opera presentations,
the air, a well known dowager ap
Printed Stat’onery
CUSHING
buildings. A great deal has been ac ampton. We had two days to wait Yo\W ®™d*%10type operaW)r. My soul was plunged In dire dlstre
coupled
with the conclusions of
peared in the reception room with
A
exPtes« its bitterness.
complished particularly in widen in England before we could get a
Exciting as the new fall fash
courier-Gazette, h 22 Camden, But O the Joy that came to me!
contests which will give young na
this sally; “Do come to dinner next
ions ... for town . . . country
Rain and high winds have been ing streets. In many instances boat to America, so we. just our own York. Joseph, engineer, h 28 Ma- I waked. 'Twas but a dream, you see. tive artists an opportunity to par
Wednesday and meet my friends
Allison M Watts
.. . campus . . . RYTEX TWEEDJamaica, Vb.
an automobile trip of
s0,nlcr,
„ . . , .
ticlpate in opera as a recognition
And. of course, do bring your mu the weather schedule since Satur the buildings of an entire street family,■, took
WEAVE in
.v.
u
.i,
af
'
York,
Rena
H.,
student,
h
28
Masoni(.
of superior musical talent.
sic.” “I shall be delighted." prompt day concluding Wednesday night have been torn down and the space 400 miles through the south of Englet
into
one
wide
boulevard.
VETERAN C.C.C. ENROLLEES
land. Then sailed for home on the young .Aleva L„ teacher, h 100
ly replied Ganz. “My fee is $1.500." with the worst wind storm to visit
One resolution was passed which Double the
Red Square, the most interesting Aquitania.
North Main
Somewhat taken aback, the woman this locality for some time, leaving
had no specific reference to Ameri
Usual Quantity!
Young. Mrs. C. B clerk, h 12 High,
and largest of all the city squares,
Announcement has been made bv can music but which urged that the
recovered to say, "Well, then, if
i Young. Mrs. C. E., dealer in toilet
debris of trees, etc., in about every is to be enlarged.
200
SINGLE
SHEETS
you're going to charge your fee.
articles and preparations. 22 Oak the Manager of the Veterans Ad- ' United States take the lead in using
The new subway is said to be the
h same
100
ENVELOPES
you needn't come until after din place.
ministration, Togus, that he has the “wonderful gospel of music" as
yenuine Cnqravti)
Young. Charles E., h 22 Oak.
William McNamara has returned finest in the world. It is cer
ner.'' "If I don’t have to come to
or
been authorized to select veterans an antldote for the current war
Young.
Clinton,
laborer,
h
Old
dinner, madam,” was the reply, from a visit with his kinsman in tainly different from any otherCounty road.
100 DOUBLE SHEETS
for
the
veterans'
contingent
of
the
mani
*
”
y
encoura
«
lng
Performance
one station was like a hall of sta
Young, Daniel M., ship fastener, h
"then my fee will be only $1,000." Boston.
of the music of many nations as a
100 ENVELOPES
Al The LowmI Mcm la Huioryi
• • • •
upper Camden.
Civilian Conservation Corps. The J
Miss Orpha Killeran of the L?w- tionary marble walls. 25 inches cn
medium for international under
Young.
Elizabeth
F.,
stenographer,
The attractive red brick Colonial stjn Central Maine hospital staff each side with a large bronze statue
VlsMng Carda
enrollment of these men will take!
standing.
h upper Camden.
100 MONARCH SHEETS
100 pazwled cards, cholc* et 4
buikang neaiing completion io ihe spent the weekend with her father in each end. It is said to be char
I
Young,
Emerson,
quarryman,
h
183
place
during the period Oct. 1 to
The “American Music Year” ac
sizes and 30 styles oi engraving,
100 ENVELOPES
acteristic of the Russians that they
heart tf the Maine village. Wayne, H L. Killeran.
Limerock.
PLATE INCLUDED, only___ tl.ll
tivities will climax with the Bien
Young. E. A. C„ purser, h upper Oct. 20.
and derigned as a library, has much
Mr. and Mrs. William O Browne neve; do a thorough Job. Their
Camden.
Applications cannot be considered nial Convention, to be held in Bal
Wedding Announcements
interest for the Pine Tree State, of St. Petersburg. Fla. arrived Wed automobiles are good for only 6003
i Young, Florence E., waitress, h 2 in those cases of veterans whose timore May 16-23, 1939, in con
or
Invitations
and elsewhere for that matter, for nesday to spend a brief honeymoon miles, and the brick buildings that
Park.
junction with the most important
On white or ivory stock—wed
the building will be s memorial to in this and adjoining towns, while we saw under construction were of
I Young, Francis M., machinist, h 31 discharges from the Civilian Con
ding or plate finish. Inside and
and significant American Music
Postage 15c Extra
servation
Corps
were
not
honor

Sea.
the n.ted singer. Annie Louse Mrs. Browne sells her property poor workmanship. The walls were
outside envelopes, and PLATE IN
Young, Geo. A., machinist, h 22 able, who were discharged from the Festival in the organization’s hlsCarey, v.ho was bon in Wayne a:.S which was formerly a part of the not nearly thick enough, not enough
CLUDED __________________ $1.9$
Including printing of your
Oak.
Corps within six months, who are! tory. t Here the Federation will
p-s>ed her early childhood there. A. R. Rivers Farm. Mrs. Brown mortar had been used in laying the
Name and Address in Blue, Black
Young, Harriet P., teacher, h 100
Social Stationery
not citizens of the United States, j demonstrate the value of mass sing- , or Brown Ink on both Sheets and
A Iibrmy was chosen as a memorial was formerly Mrs. Grace Rivers of brick, and the brick were very
North Main.
Special stylo* for men and women.
or who are now employed. Eligible ing by the debut of a great na- j Envelopes.
J Young, Henry, h 100 North Main.
as Miss Cary in her later years this town. She was married to Mr. uneven.
A choice of lovely colors, mono
'
Young. Hiram A., ship fastener, h veterans seeking enrollment can- ! tional chorus, to be directed by Dr. j
Colors as gay as the last flare
grams
and
styles
of
engraving,
shewed great Interest in thp town s Brown, Sept. 11 at the Congrega
But a government cannot last
upper Camden.
of Summer . . . Gumdrop Pink,
PLATE INCLUDED_______________
not
be
enrolled
in
other
than
the
t
John
Warren
Erb.
conductor
of
public library and made generous tional Church in St. Petersburg. nearly 20 years, durng which the
j Young, Mrs. Mabel D., housekeeper,
$2.25, $3.95 and up.
Bon-bon Blue, or Coral White.
State of their permanent residence., choral music at Lafayette College.
224 Limerock.
gifts, including a considerable por Mr. Brown was formerly of the standard of education has been!
Vour pen will fairly "swing”
Young, Mertie M., retoucher, h I
Veterans interested in being en-' Easton, Pa., and director of the
Business Stationery *
tion of her private library, and an state of Illinois, having lived in St. generally raised and still be wholly !
over this smooth writing paper
Grace.
800 business cards or HammermlS
rolled in the Civilian Conservation symphonic department of New York
. . . DOUBLE THE USUAL
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